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P R E F A C E 
A Profile of Students Enrolled at the University of 
Northern Iowa, Fall Semester 1987 continues the annual 
tradition established with the compilation of the Fall 
Semester Profile. 
The contents include: SECTION I: Total Student 
Enrollment for Fall Semester 1987, SECTION II: New Students 
Entering UNI Fall Semester 1987, SECTION III: 
Miscellaneous, and SECTION IV: Research Pertaining to UNI 
Students. 
This Profile was prepared by the Office of 
Institutional Research from data submitted by members of a 
University of Northern Iowa Research Committee composed of: 
Reginald Green, Director of Examination Services 
Robert Hartman, Associate Director of Residence/Housing 
Robert Leahy, Registrar 
Jack Wielenga, Director of Admissions 
Gerald Bisbey, Coordinator of Institutional Studies and 
Chairperson. 
Another individual contributing data was Duan Anderson; 
Handicapped Student Services Coordinator. 
Any questions pertaining to the information included in 
this profile may be directed to this office or the service 
which prepared the specific data; unless otherwise 
indicated, the information pertaining to total enrollments 
was prepared by the Registrar's Office while the Office of 
Admissions was responsible for information pertaining to new 
students. 
Suggestions pertaining to modification or clarification 
of this profile are welcomed. 
Gerald D. Bisbey 




P R O F I L E S U M M A R Y 
SECTION I: TOTAL STUDENT ENROLLMENT FOR FALL 1987 
The total enrollment of 11,431 students at UNI for the 
Fall 1987 semester was a decrease of 146 (1.3%) from the 
previous year. Undergraduate enrollment decreased 205 
(2.0%) and graduate enrollment increased 59 (5.4%). Of all 
students enrolled, 78.2% were full-time; 16.2% of the 
undergraduates had a part-time enrollment (less than 12 
semester hours); and 72.1% of the graduates had a part-time 
enrollment (less than 9 semester hours). Of all students 
registered, 57.1% were women. Undergraduates who had 
declared majors in the teaching curricula were 28.8% of all 
declared majors. 
The most popular undergraduate declared majors were: 
Elementary Education (755), Accounting (446), Management 
(356), Marketing (242) and Public Relations (234). 
The most popular graduate majors were: Special 
Education (96), Business Arninistration-MBA (81), Counseling 
(45), and Administration and Supervision Secondary Principal 
(40). Eighteen (18) students were enrolled in the Doctor of 
Industrial Technology program and forty (40) in the program 
leading to the Doctor of Education degree. 
Of the 10,277 undergraduate students, 6650 (64.7%) 
indicated an interest in Liberal and Vocational Arts 
Curricula, 2,689 (26.2%) in the Teaching curricula, and 938 
(9.1%) were undecided or unclassified. 
A total of 11,005 (96.3%) of all students) were Iowa 
residents, 2717 (23.8%) were from Black Hawk County, and 
1477 (12.9%) were from counties contiguous to Black Hawk. 
The 111 foreign 
undergraduate students 
foreign countries. 
students enrolled included 
and 68 graduate students from 
43 
26 
Of the 11,431 students 11,186 (97.9%) 
137 (1.2%) were Black. Hispanics, Asians, 
Indians represented 0.9% of the enrollment. 
were white and 
and American 
The average age of undergraduates was 22.3 years and 
graduates was 34.5 years. 
Total enrollment of veterans receiving educational 
benefits from the Veterans Administration was 242 students, 




A total of 1,150 (11.2%) undergraduate students and 703 
(60.9%) graduate students were married. An additional 320 
students identified themselves as single students with 
dependents. 
A total of 410 students identified themselves as being 
handicapped with 88 classified as permanently 
mobility-impaired. 
Total residence hall occupancy was 4,262 students, a 
decrease of 385 (8.3%) from the previous year. About 40% of 
the female students and 34% of the male students reside in 
residence halls. 
SECTION II: NEW STUDENTS ENTERING UNI FALL SEMESTER 1987 
PART A: FRESHMEN DIRECT FROM HIGH SCHOOL 
A total of 1,802 students, approximately 17.5% of the 
total undergraduate enrollment for the Fall Semester 1987, 
were new students direct from high school. 
Approximately 67.6% of the entering freshmen completed 
their applications for admission to UNI before January 31 of 
their senior year in high school. 
Of all the new students, 97.3% were Iowa residents with 
94 countries represented. Approximately 16% were from Black 
Hawk County, while 62% came from a distance of not more than 
100 miles from Cedar Falls. There was a 7.3% decrease in 
entering students from Black Hawk County and 3.3% decrease 
in students from distances not over 100 miles from campus. 
There was a 14% decrease in students from, distances over 
100 miles from campus. 
Of new freshmen, 62.7% graduated from high school 
classes of 200 or less, a decrease of 1.1%, while 7.3% 
graduated from classes of more than 400 students, an 
increase of 0.4%. 
Forty seven (47) fewer students entered from the upper 
one-half of their high school graduating class, there was an 
increase of 3.7% to 93.5%, however. There was also an 
increase of 3.5% in those entering from the top 30% of their 
graduating class. 
There was a decrease (0.8%) in freshmen with ACT 
Composite Standard Scores of 21 and above. There was also a 
decrease of 3.7% in those with an ACT Composite Standard 
Score of 24 and above. The median ACT Composite Standard 
-x-
Score was 22.5, a decrease of 0.3% over the previous year, 
and the mean score of 21.8 was also 0.3% lower. 
Continued improvement in the student profile is 
reflected by a combination of high school rank in graduating 
class and ACT Composite Standard Score. More than 61.9% of 
those ranking in the top one-half of their graduating high 
school class had an ACT Composite Standard Score of 21 or 
above. This represents an increase of 1.1% over the 
previous year. Twenty nine percent (29%) of those ranking 
in the top 30% of the high school graduating class had ACT 
Composite Standard Score of 24 and above, a 2.4% decrease in 
students with this profile combination. 
On their applications for admission to UNI 68.2% of the 
entering freshmen indicated a preference for Liberal or 
Vocational Arts curricula, while 22.1% indicated preferences 
for Teaching curricula, and 9.7% did not indicate a 
preference. There was an increase of 0.3% in those 
indicating a program preference at time of admission. 
A total of 1687 (93.6%) of the entering freshmen were 
enrolled as full-time (12 semester hours or more) students 
compared to 93.3 in 1986. An additional 50 students (2.8%) 
who had a course load of less than 12 semester hours were 
enrolled in non-credit developmental courses in English 
and/or Mathematics which brought their total contact load to 
that of full-time students. 
Although 200 (11.1%) of the new classified freshmen did 
not indicate a prospective academic major, for those who 
did, the most frequently indicated (40 or more) were: 
Accounting (365), Management (167), Elementary Education 
(164), Psychology (73), Marketing (69), Business 
(undeclared) (57), Mathematics (48), and Computer Science 
(42). In addition, 61 new students indicated an interest in 
Pre-professional curricula, a 38.4% decrease from the 
preceding year. 
PART B: TRANSFERS FROM OTHER COLLEGES AND UNIVERSITIES 
A total of 717 new students, a decrease of 112 (13.5%) 
from the previous year, transferred from other colleges and 
universities to UNI, Fall Semester 1987. This did not 
include unclassified students who had attended another 
college before registering at UNI. Of the 717 classified 




Sixty-seven percent of the transfers (30 or more) from 
Iowa two-year public colleges came from the following six 
colleges: North Iowa Area Community College - Mason City; 
Kirkwood Community College - Cedar Rapids; Ellsworth 
community college - Iowa Falls; Iowa Central Community 
College - Fort Dodge; Marshalltown Community College; Des 
Moines Area Community College. 
Of the 160 who transferred from Iowa 
colleges, 39% came from the University of Iowa 





On a comparative basis, the percent of transfers 
entering from Iowa two-year colleges is 0.8% greater than 
was experienced in the previous year. The percentage from 
Iowa four-year colleges is 2.4% less than the previous year. 
The percentage of those who came from out-of-state colleges 
increased 1.8% over last year. 
PART C: NEW GRADUATE STUDENTS 
The graduate student enrollment of 263 new students 
represented an increase of 25 (10.5%) from the Fall Semester 
1986. A total of 126 (47.9%) received their bachelor's 
degree from UNI, 67 (25.5%) from other Iowa colleges and 70 
(26.6%) from out-of-state or foreign universities. 
Of the 263 new graduate students, 193 (73.4%) were 
residents of Iowa including 93 from Black Hawk County and 14 
from Bremer County. 
The most popular major areas for new graduate students 
were Business Administration (24), Special Education (12), 
Physical Education (10), Psychology (7), Communications and 
Theatre Arts (7), and Speech Language Pathology(?). There 
were 81 non-degree status, down 4.7% from the previous year. 
SECTION III: MISCELLANEOUS 
For Fall and Spring Semesters 1986-87, a total of 436 
new undergraduates were enrolled on a part-time basis. This 
represented 13.4% of the total new students, a decrease of 
4.9% over the previous year. This decrease is more obvious 
if the students who were enrolled in required non-credit 
developmental courses in English and/or Mathematics and 
have a contact load equal to that of full-time students were 
removed from the part-time count. 
-xii-
The total number of new undergraduate students for the 
1986-87 year (Summer Session 1986, Fall Semester 1986, and 
Spring Semester 1987) was 3,579, a decrease of 141 (3.8%) 
from the previous year. Of these 3,579 students, 2,123 
(59.3%) were entering freshmen, 1,162 (32.5%) were new 
transfers and 294 (8.2%) were unclassified. 
Scholarship summary data for Fall semesters in recent 
years (1978-1986) revealed a slight decrease in average 
semester hour loads for undergraduate students from 13.60 to 
12.86, except for 1986 (12.95). The average cumulative 
grade index remained about the same during this period. The 
average grade index for female students was higher than for 
male students. The average graduate student semester hour 
load for 1986 was 5.87, an increase from the previous year, 
while the grade-point average of 3.54 was slightly higher 
than the previous year. Spring semester loads tended to be 
the same for all students with the average grade-point 
slightly higher than the Fall semesters. However, the 
spring Graduate average load is consistently higher than the 
Fall average load, with a slightly higher average grade 
index. 
A total of 1,127 College Level Examination Program 
(CLEP) General Examination tests and sub-tests were 
administered to UNI students during the first nine-months 
of 1987, 2.2% less than in 1986. The scores on 736 (65%) of 
the tests and sub-tests were high enough for the students to 
achieve college credit, 3% less than in 1986. This 
included 39% in English, 91% in Mathematics, 42% in Fine 
Arts, 52% in Literature, 76% in Social Science, 59% in 
History, 27% in Biological Science and 57% in Physical 
Science. 
Based upon a scale of 200-800, UNI students had mean 
scores of 528.5 on the CLEP English Examination and 593.0 in 
Mathematics. On a scale score of 20-80, UNI students had 
the following mean scores: Fine Arts= 50.7, Literature = 
49.7, Social Science= 54.2, History= 49.1, Biological 
Science= 48.3, and Physical Science= 54.4. 
SECTION IV: RESEARCH PERTAINING TO UNI STUDENTS 
CORRELATIONS BETWEEN AMERICAN COLLEGE TEST (ACT) 
SCORES, HIGH SCHOOL GRADES, RANK IN HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATING 
CLASS, AND CUMULATIVE GRADE-POINT AVERAGE FOR UNI FRESHMEN 
COMPLETING THE 1986-87 YEAR. 
1. There were significant positive correlations 




earned in comparable areas. The lowest 
relationship, 0.277, was between ACT English/and 
English Writing and Literature grades. The 
highest relationship, 0.456, was between Social 
Studies and History and Political Sciences grades. 
2. High School Rank correlated consistently higher 
with college grades than the ACT Standard Scores 
with the same areas. 
3. High School Graduation Class Size correlates low, 
0.02 or less, but consistently in the negative 
direction. This would imply that students 
graduating from large classes receive lower 
college grades. It would make more sense to 
conclude that there is no relationship. 
4. The high school rank in graduating class had the 
highest correlation (r = 0.532) with cumulative 
grade-point average followed by high school grades 
(r = 0.464) and ACT Composite Score (r = 0.440). 
UNDERGRADUATE ADMISSION DENIALS FALL TERMS 1966-1987 
Denials as a percent of new student enrollment for Fall 
Semester had continued to increase every year since 1979 
until 1987. The rate of 21.9% in Fall Semester 1987 was a 
1.1% decrease over the rate experience Fall Semester 1986. 
-xiv-

i.lIYERSITY Of NORTHERN IOWA 
Fall 1987 Enrollaent - Third Week 
Fulltt• Partt1ae 
" w T " w T 
11Ner1r1Clu&tes - Total 3790 4823 8613 675 989 1664 
Gra411aiea - Total ...!ll ..!!!. 322 304 ..ill ..!E. 
Tou l St.udents in 3921 5014 893S 979 1517 2496 
leildiiu Courses 
AU UIIOERGRADUATES 
Seniors 940 1101 2041 265 281 546 
Janiors 1029 1166 2195 139 176 315 
Sopllllaores 904 1144 2048 99 166 265 
fresllatn 909 1401 2310 94 242 336 
.. ,1u1ifieel 8 11 19 78 124 202 
TOTAL l79lr ff2J Im m m Im 
UACIIJIIG 
• Seniors 229 505 734 51 80 131 Juniors 192 475 667 20 31 Sl 
Sopllllaores 151 391 542 5 26 31 
fresllan 102 385 487 10 36 46 
TOTAL m Inl RJo B m m 
Percent of Clust ff ed 
u.del"\1r&4ua t.es 
l'arce11t of Declared 
1:IIUAI. & YOCATIOIIAL 
Seniors 707 595 1302 214 200 414 
.Juniors 821 676 1497 114 127 241 
Sopa-res 686 665 1351 72 106 178 
fres•11 667 819 1486 56 125 181 
TOTAL mflm~ m m 1lITT 
,.,.cent of Classified 
Undel"\1rl4uaiea 
,.rcent of DlclareCI 
UIIIECUR£D 
Se11iors 4 1 5 0 l 1 
Miors 16 15 31 5 18 23 
Sop'-reS 67 88 155 22 34 56 
fres'-11 140 197 337 28 81 109 
TUTAl m m m ~ m m 
,.rce11t of Clus1fi eel . · 
Ulldel"\1radua tes 
COMPARATIVE ENROLLMENTS 
FALL 1986 AND 1987 
Total 
" w T 
4465 S812 10277 
..m. ..ill 11S4 Under9r1duates - Total 
4900 6S31 11431 Graduates - Total 
Total Students in 
Residence Courses 
1205 1382 2587 ALL UNDERGRADUATES 
1168 1342 2510 
1003 1310 2313 Seniors 
1003 1643 2646 Juniors 
06 135 221 Sophoaores 
~ nn ~ Fresh.en 
Unclassified 
TOTAL 
280 S85 865 TEACHING 
212 506 718 
156 417 573 Seniors 
112 421 533 Juniors 
no mJ l6fi Sophoaores 
Fresh•n 
26.71 TOTAL 
28.SS Percent of Classified 
Undergraduates 
Percent of Declared 
921 795 1716 LIBERAL & VOCATIONAL 
935 803 1738 
758 771 1529 Seniors 
723 944 1667 Juniors 
lm Ilil Im Sophoaores 
Fresh.en 
66.lS TOTAL 
71.21 Percent of Classified 
Undergraduates 
Percent of Declared 
4 2 6 UNDECLARED 
21 33 54 
89 122 211 Seniors 
168 278 446 Juniors 
M m m Sop hollO res 
Freshaen 
7,lS TOTAL 
Percent of Classified 
IMdergradua tes 
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UNIVERSITY oF NORTHERN IOWA 
Fall 1986 Enrollaent - Third Week 
Fullti• Parttiae Total 
" w T " w T " w T 
4007 48S9 8866 646 970 1616 4653 S829 10482 
~ 208 ~ 2SO 491 741 __fil _.!2! 109S 
4153 5067 9220 896 1461 2357 5049 6528 11S77 
956 1118 2074 2SO 234 484 1206 1352 2558 
1007 1071 2078 102 152 2S4 1109 1223 2332 
916 1119 2035 81 149 230 997 1268 2265 
1120 1S3S 26SS 142 268 410 1262 1803 306S 
8 16 24 71 167 238 79 183 262 
~{§gOR' m ,-rn- Im mJ mg Illm 
2SO 494 744 SI 70 121 301 564 865 
197 417 614 6 30 36 203 447 650 
131 393 524 11 22 33 142 415 557 
133 417 S50 7 40 47 140 457 597 m mr mI n m m """'7Rm!Xff 
26.1 
28.7 
705 624 1329 198 163 361 903 787 1690 
803 637 1440 93 110 203 896 747 1643 
697 636 1333 59 86 145 756 722 1478 
764 826 1590 81 147 228 845 973 1818 
sn nn nn m "SR m mo nH ml I 
64.9 i 
71.3 
1 1 l 1 2 2 1 3 
7 17 24 3 12 15 10 29 39 
88 90 178 11 41 52 99 131 230 
223 292 515 54 81 135 277 373 650 m 'ffl m DJ m Et m rn ,n 
9,0 
fall 1967 Enrollment - Third Week 
(contt nuedl 
Ful ltlae Partttlle 
" w T " w T 
~(Aeeepted) 
5ea1ors 192 470 662 36 70 108 
.,_tors 82 297 379 7 14 21 
5opa-res 64 219 283 0 6 6 
fre111ao 19 39 58 0 2 2 
TUTAL m mI rm 45 M m 
lpCHIIG (Applied) 
Sell1on 37 35 ·72 13 10 23 
.,_ton 110 178 288 13 17 30 
5opi-res 81 172 259 5 20 25 
fre111Mt1 83 346 429 10 34 44 
TOTAL m m EU lI if m 
AU l'ilADUATES 
Upper 32 40 72 147 159 306 
a.-r 99 151 250 157 369 526 
COMPARATIVE ENROLLMENTS 
FALL 1986 AND 1987 
(Concluded) 
Total 
" w T 
230 S40 770 TEACHING (Accepted) 
89 311 400 ---
64 225 289 Seniors 
19 41 60 Juniors m rm Im Sop hOnlo res 
Freshmen 
TOTAL 
50 45 95 TEACHING (Applied) 
123 195 318 
92 192 284 Seniors 
93 380 473 Juniors 
Ei m mo Sop hollO res 
Freshllen 
TOTAL 
179 199 378 All GRADUATES 




Fall 1986 Enrollinent - Third Week 
(continued) 
Fullt111e Partt1ae Total 
" w T M II T M II T 
216 451 667 44 64 108 260 515 775 
97 245 342 14 14 97 259 356 
36 193 229 l 3 4 37 196 233 
9 36 45 l l 9 37 46 
m m nn 45 M 1!1 ffl 1~ Im 
• 
34 43 77 1 6 13 41 49 90 
100 172 272 6 16 22 106 188 294 
95 200 295 10 19 29 105 219 324 
124 381 505 7 39 46 131 420 551 
m m1m Jo 80 iffi 1n m IBJ 
37 35 72 104 137 241 141 172 313 
109 173 282 146 354 500 2S5 527 782 
Office of the Registrar 
• I 
COMPARATIVE ENROLLMENTS 
FALL 1986 AND 1987 
FALL EUIOI.LKOfT; HEAOCOUHT IJIO fTE 198'·81 
(off cu.pus) 
llll>UDIDDT S?UDT I COI.USPOIIDDICE STUDY, T!LEVIUOII COUUES 1 OFJ'-<:AKPVS COUISES 
Hudcount HE 
Studeat L.vel Resident NoAres,dent Resident Nonresident 
**"'llndar9r1duat1••• 
frtuatll Jll 12 )4.90 2.s 
Scpboaorts 229 10 )9.40 1.9 ------ ------ ···-·- --·---Subtoul 412 u 14.lO 4.4 
l lcaoer .dtv\llon) 
J1111tcrs 181 1S 31.00 2.9 
S..tors 211 21 40.10 1.4 ------ ------ ------Subtoul )91 l6 11.10 4.3 
(upper division) 
Uaclasslfled/Speclal 29t l6 s,.10 6.0 
------ ------ ------ ------TOTAL 
IIC)(KO.DUATE 1.109 94 207.10 14.70 
•••rtrat Prefessloaal*** 
•••,rac1uau••• 
Masurs 402 34 u.s.o 10.60 · 
Mvuced 111 19 ».6 6.00 ------ ------ ----- ------TOTAL GIADUAT£ .Sll Sl 141.6 16.60 
•••••• ····- ···-· •••••• 
Q.WI TOTAL 1.622 147 JSS.70 31.lO 
-5-
FALL tNIIOLLHUIT: IIEADCOUNT AHO FTE 1981·88 
(off ca.pus) 
lNJ>EPEIIDENT 'STUDY I COU£SPONDEIICE STU.DY I TE1.EV1S10H COUUES 1 OFF-CNIPUS COUii.SES 
Headcount FTE 
Student level Resident Nonresident Resident Nonfesldent 
***Undergradu.te••• 
140 frest.en 9 26.6 1.9 
Sophaores 174 16 ll.l l.2 ------ ------ ----- ---· 
Subtoul )14 2S Sl.4 S.l 
(1-r dtvlston) 
Juniors 223 11 40.S 1.9 
Seniors 239 22 S9.1 3.8 ------ ------ ----- --
Subtoul 462 " 99.6 S.7 (upper division) 
UnclHs t fle4/S,.Cta 1 270 4S 47.1 I.S 
TOTAL UNOERGUDUATE 
( 1,149 ) ( 224.4 ) 
***First Proreas1..,.1••• __ .1,1 ___ ____ .1,1 _ ---"-- ___ Q_ 
l 1,u,, ) ( 224.4 ) 
***Graduate*** 
Masters )04 2S 90.2 l.l 
Advanced 97 17 )2.0 S.7 ------ ------ ----- --
TOTAL GaADUATE 
( 443 ) ( 136.2 ) 
GRAND TOTAL 





ltes I dent and Hon-ltes I dent 
Headcount and FTE 
(On Ca1111>us Enrollinent) 
Headcount 
Fa 11 1986 
Undergraduates Resident Hon-Resident 
Freshmen 2968 97 




Junior 225 7 75 




Unc lass If led/Spec I al ~ ..11. Students 
TOTAL UND£RGRA0UATES 10136 346 
10482 
First Professional NA NA 
Graduates 
Has ters 676 106 
Advanced 283 30 
TOTAL GRADUATES 959 136 
1095 --




FALL 1986 AND 1987 
I 
Fa 11 1986 
Resident Non-Resident 
2609 78 




Subtotal 2005 67 




77 8 SUbtot&1 
(u,per dhhlon) 
Unclautfted/Spech1 
8780 283 I SCMclNU 
9063 
NA NA 
TOT Al IIIDCIIGIW>UATES 
I Ftrst Professional 
441 96 
ill B. Grad•te1 
604 118 
Masters 






1Ce1tdent and Non-Resident 
Headcount and FTE 
(On Capus Enrollaent) 
Headcount FTE 





















































HEADS, FTE'S, AND FTE'S EXPRESSED AS A PERCENTAGE OF HEADS 
FALL SEMESTERS - THIRD WEEK 
UNDERGRADUATES 1978 1979 
LD -Heads 5299 5298 
-FTE 4768 4634 
-% 90.0 87.5 
UD -Heads 3828 3871 
-FTE 3554 3566 
-% 92 .8 92.1 
TOTAL -Heads 9127 9169 
-FTE 8322 8201 
-% 91.2 89.4 
GRADUATES 
MA -Heads 974 922 
-FTE 599 590 
-% 61.5 64.0 
ADV -Heads 354 291 
-FTE 202 156 
-% 57.1 53.6 
TOTAL -Heads 1328 1213 
-FTE 801 746 
-% 60.3 61.5 
ALL STUDENTS 
-Heads 10455 10382 
GRAND TOTAL -FTE 9123 
-% 87.3 
Full-time Equivalent (FTE) 
Undergraduate 15.5 semester hours 
Graduate 9.0 semester hours 




1980 1981 1982 
5646 5581 5418 
4896 4830 4670 
86. 7 86.5 86.2 
4062 4156 4534 
3688 3763 4098 
90.8 90.5 90.4 
9708 9737 9952 
8584 8593 8768 
88.4 88.3 88.1 
960 872 740 
572 530 481 
. 59 .6 60.8 65.0 
352 345 296 
196 182 152 
55.7 52.8 51.4 
1312 1217 1036 
768 712 633 
58.5 58.5 61.1 
11020 10954 10988 
9352 9305 9401 
84.9 84.9 85.6 
-7-
• 
1983 1984 1985 
5478 5186 5359 
4635 4398 4579 
84.6 84.8 85.5 
4665 4938 5072 
4170 4289 4410 
89.4 86.9 87.0 
10143 10124 10431 
8805 8687 8989 
86 .8 85.8 86.2 
780 762 786 
515 512 530 
66.0 67.2 67.4 
281 275 297 
158 157 173 
56.2 57.1 58.3 
1061 1037 1083 
673 669 703 
63.4 64.5 64.9 
11204 11161 11514 
9478 9356 9692 

















































































EDUCATION (CURR & INSTR) 
EDUCATION (ADMINISTRATION) 
EDUCATION (READING) 
EDUCATION (SCHOOL PSYCH) 
EDUCATION (SPECIAL EDUCATION) 
EARLY CHILD ED:PRE-SCHOOL HAND 
ELEM ED: READING EDUCATION 
EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION 
ELEM EDUCATION• UPPER 
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION 
ELEM EDUCATION• LOWER 
ELEM ED:PRE-SCHOOL HAND 
EDUC OF GIFTED 
ELEM READING & LANG ARTS 
ELEM ED:RDG AND LANG ARTS 
ELEM ED• SPECIAL 




ROG• READING CLINICIAN 
SPECIAL EDUCATION 
SPECIAL ED• ADM 
SPECIAL ED• CURRIC CONSULTANT 
ADM• SUPERV • SUPERINTENDENT 
ADM & SUPERV - ELEM PRINCPL 
ADM & SUPERV • SEC PRINCIPL 
ADM & SUPERV - SCHL BUS HNGHT 
COMM. TRAINING TECHNOLOGY 
CURRIC & SUPER-CURR COORDINTR 
EDUCATIONAL MEDIA 
COMPUTER APPLCTNS IN ED 
COUNSELING 
STU PERS SERV•EL GUID & COUNS 
STU PERS SERV•SEC GUID & COUNS 
STU PERS SERV•COLL STU PER SER 
SCHOOL COUNSELING 
EDUC PSYCH & FOUNDATIONS 
EDUCATIONAL PSYCHOLOGY 
EDUC PSYCH - SCHOOL PSYCH 
EDUC PSYCH - TEACHING 
SAFETY EDUCATION 
LIBRARY SCIENCE 
PHYSICAL EDUCATION, HEN 
HEALTH EDUCATION 
COMMUNITY HEALTH ED 
PHY ED: CARDIAC REHABILITATION 
PHY ED: SCNTFC BASIS OF PHY ED 
PHY ED: TEACHING/COACHING 
ALL STUDENTS• ENROLLMENT BY CURRICULA FOR FALL 1987 
COLLEGE OF EO_UCATION 
FRESHMEN SOPHOMORES JUNIORS SENIORS PROSP MAJ 
HEN WOM HEN WOH HEN WOH MEN WOM HEN WOH 
2 3 4 9 1 
2 22 23 13 2 
7 14 12 16 18 
1 1 , 
10 57 9 184 25 200 21 216 11 210 
2 1 
1 
1 6 1 7 3 1 
14 4 40 42 2 41 26 
1 3 6 12 34 17 33 7 11 
2 1 1 
1 
3 3 2 3 1 2 1 3 
2 4 7 2 16 2 18 1 
UNDERGRAD TOTALS GRADUATES GRAND 
HEN WOH TOTAL HEN WOH TOTAL TOTAL 
1 1 2 2 
4 7 11 11 
15 5 20 20 
3 3 3 
1 1 1 
1 2 3 3 
19 19 19 
62 62 62 
67 67 7 7 74 
1 2 3 3 
76 867 943 3 18 21 964 
3 3 3 
1 1 1 
5 5 5 
5 5 5 
1 18 19 19 
6 163 169 1 1 170 
39 85 124 2 3 5 129 
20 20 20 • 1 1 1 
4 4 4 
2 2 2 
9 87 96 96 
2 2 2 
7 12 19 19 
35 5 40 40 
2 2 2 
8 7 15 15 
2 3 5 5 
1 4 5 5 
9 36 45 45 
4 6 10 10 
4 7 11 11 
13 12 25 25 
8 8 8 
1 6 7 7 
6 13 19 19 
1 5 6 6 
4 4 4 
2 17 19 19 
1 1 1 
8 10 18 6 14 20 38 
6 46 52 52 
2 2 2 
2 2 2 
ALL STUDENTS - ENROLLMENT BY CURRICULA FOR FALL 1987 
~ • LI., 
FRESHMEN SOPHOMORES JUNIORS SENIORS PROSP MAJ UNDERGRAD TOTALS GRADUATES GRAND 
CODE MAJOR MEN WOM MEN WOH MEN WOH MEN WOH HEN WOH HEN WOM TOTAL HEN WOH TOTAL TOTAL 
42X PHYSICAL EDUCATION 18 15 18 15 33 33 
420 PHYSICAL EDUCATION 11 6 17 17 
421 PHYSICAL EDUCATION: AQUATIC 1 1 1 1 2 2 
422 PHYSICAL EDUCATION: COACHING 4 4 21 10 41 13 53 24 1 120 51 171 171 
423 PHYSICAL EDUCATION: DANCE 
424 PHYSICAL EDUCATION: ELEM 2 2 2 2 4 6 6 
425 PHYSICAL ED: SPECIAL ED 1 1 2 2 2 
44f COMM RECREATION: FITNESS 3 4 5 8 4 8 12 20 32 32 
44X COMMUNITY RECREATION 2 3 2 3 5 5 
440 COHH RECREATION: AQUATICS 1 1 2 1 2 3 4 7 7 
441 COMM RECREATION: ART 1 1 1 
, 
442 COHH RECREATION: CAMPING 2 2 1 1 2 5 3 8 8 
443 COHH RECREATION: DANCE 1 1 2 2 2 
444 COMM RECREATION: MUSIC 
445 COMM RECREATION: SPORTS 1 1 3 3 9 6 12 11 23 23 
446 COHH RECREATION: THEATRE 1 1 1 1 
447 THERAPEUTIC RECREATION 1 9 3 14 3 20 2 2 8 46 54 54 
COLLEGE TOTALS 
BY SEX 19 96 49 309 100 389 116 419 42 293 326 1506 1832 154 332 486 2318 



























































voe TECH ED: CONSTRUCTION 
voe TECH ED: GRAPHIC ARTS 
voe TECH ED: MANUFACTURING 
voe TECH ED:HECH OESIGN/ORFTNG 
voe TECH ED: POWER & ENERGY 
voe TECH ED:TECHNICAL EXP 




DOCTOR OF INDUSTRIAL TECH 
INDUSTRIAL TECHNOLOGY 
CONSTRUCTION TECHNOLOGY 
MANUFACTURING TECH: MECH OSGN 
MANUFACTURING TECH: PRODUCTION 
IND TECH:HCH DSGN & DRFT TECH 
IND TECH: MANUFACTURING TECH 
ENERGY AND POWER TECH 
TECHNOLOGY 
MATHEMATICS 
MATH-ELEM & MIDDLE SCHOOLS 
MATHEMATICS A 
MATH B (COMPUTATION EMPHASIS) 
MATHEMATICS C 
COMPUTER SCIENCE 
COMPUTER SCIENCE EDUCATION 
COMPUTER INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
SCIENCE:MEDICAL TECHNOLOGY 




SCIENCE: ENVIRON PLANNING 
JUNIOR HIGH SCHOOL SCIENCE 
ALL SCIENCES 






BIOLOGY: PLAN X 
BIOLOGY: PLAN Y 
BIOTECHNOLOGY 




CHEMISTRY - MARKETING 
CHEMISTRY 
CHEMISTRY 
ALL STUDENTS - ENROLLMENT BY CURRICULA FOR FALL 1987 
COLLEGE OF NATURAL SCIENCES 
FRESHMEN SOPHOMORES JUNIORS SENIORS PROSP MAJ 
HEN WOH HEN WOM MEN WOM MEN WOM HEN WOM 
8 
1 8 10 14 8 
6 1 23 24 3 37 3 1 
1 1 
1 8 12 1 15 10 
3 7 1 13 1 13 1 7 
2 7 12 1 13 1 2 
1 1 
4 
2 4 13 18 1 
3 1 20 12 14 22 19 14 13 18 
4 4 8 3 8 4 13 7 
1 2 2 3 
2 
4 2 18 12 22 8 39 1 1 42 10 
2 2 8 10 18 5 23 20 3 5 
2 5 1 1 4 
2 11 16 
1 2 7 6 4 5 
1 1 2 
5 4 2 1 1 
1 3 2 
2 2 7 2 8 2 3 1 
2 1 2 2 1 
13 16 
1 1 3 
1 7 3 6 3 6 6 6 2 
2 5 5 2 5 5 1 
2 1 10 12 17 17 9 8 1 1 
2 1 2 4 6 5 1 




1 2 2 2 1 
6 4 5 2 5 3 1 2 
2 3 4 9 6 4 7 5 7 
UNDERGRAD TOTALS GRADUATES GRAND 
MEN WOM TOTAL MEN WOM TOTAL TOTAL 
8 8 8 
41 4l 41 
91 7 98 98 
18 18 18 
2 2 2 
46 1 47 47 
43 3 46 46 
36 2 38 38 
2 2 2 
4 4 4 
38 38 38 
14 14 14 
69 67 136 3 1 4 140 
1 2 3 3 • 
33 18 51 51 
3 5 8 8 
2 2 2 
125 43 168 168 
3 2 5 5 
54 42 96 96 
1 12 13 13 
11 18 29 29 
12 13 25 1 1 26 
3 4 7 7 
3 1 4 4 
8 5 13 13 
3 3 6 6 
20 7 27 27 
6 2 8 8 
13 16 29 29 
5 5 5 
25 15 40 40 
4 6 10 10 
15 10 25 25 
39 39 78 78 
10 11 21 21 
12 2 14 14 
1 5 6 6 
1 1 1 
1 1 2 2 
3 5 8 8 
17 11 28 28 
21 26 47 3 3 50 


















































OFFICE INFORMATION SYSTEMS 
BUSINESS TEACHING 
BUSINESS ED (GENERAL) 
BUSINESS ED: SEC/OFFICE ED 
MANAGEMENT: FINANCIAL 
MANAGEMENT: PRODUCTION 
MNGHT·: PRSNNL/HUMAN RESOURCES 

















ALL STUDENTS• ENROLLMENT BY CURRICULA FOR FALL 1967 
COLLEGI'" OF N.t, Tl'DA.1 Cf' I c- Uf'C-S 
FRESHMEN SOPHOMORES JUNIORS SENIORS PROSP MAJ 
HEN WOH HEN WOM HEN WOM HEN WOH MEN WOH 
2 2 1 9 2 1 
1 2 4 1 1 1 
4 4 
4 




4 3 2 1 
2 2 1 1 
30 12 160 70 235 99 293 115 169 105 
42 230 334 408 274 
ALL STUDENTS - ENROLLMENT BY CURRICULA FOR FALL 1987 
en• 1 r'f'!r' Of RIIS I Nr'~5 
FRESHMEN SOPHOMORES JUNIORS SENIORS PROSP MAJ 
HEN WOH HEN WOH MEN WOM MEN WOM HEN WOH 
1 13 2 26 6 32 
3 6 5 10 10 7 
1 2 
1 
2 1 57 2.7 73 22 29 18 
8 1 11 2 
12 24 15 20 12 10 
22 11 30 18 23 21 
1 1 15 8 16 19 1 6 
2 4 2 2 1 
1 13 9 25 15 8 2 
3 2 6 3 1 
1 6 9 2 13 2 3 
12 2 16 13 1 3 
165 145 
1 1 195 121 
2 3 119 116 114 92 368 434 
1 4 1 10 5 138 95 
2 1 
2 10 3 19 6 17 11 5 2 
3 17 8 297 239 345 272 988 902 
3 25 536 617 1890 
UNDERGRAD TOTALS GRADUATES GRAND 
MEN WOH TOTAL HEN WOH TOTAL TOTAL 
14 3 17 2 1 3 20 
8 2 10 10 
6 8 6 
4 4 4 
12 4 16 1 1 2 18 
1 1 1 
1 1 1 
1 1 1 
9 1 10 10 
6 6 6 
867 401 1286 53 17 70 1356 
1286 70 1356 
UNDERGRAD TOTALS GRADUATES GRANO 
HEN WOM TOTAL MEN WOH TOTAL TOTAL 
9 71 60 80 
18 23 41 41 
1 2 3 7 7 10 
1 1 1 
161 68 229 229 
21 1 22 22 
39 54 93 93 
75 50 125 125 
33 34 67 67 
5 6 11 11 
47 26 73 73 
10 5 15 15 
11 25 36 36 
29 18 47 47 
165 145 310 310 
197 121 316 318 
623 645 1266 1266 
153 101 254 254 
3 3 3 
52 29 81 81 
53 22 75 75 
1650 1421 3071 52 36 88 3159 












































HOME EC:FOOD & NUTRITION:BUS 
HOHE:FOOD & NUTRITION:BUS COMM 
HOME EC: DESIGN+ HUMAN ENVIR 
HOME EC: GENERAL 
HOME EC: VOCATIONAL 
HOME EC IN BUS: FOOD & NUTRITN 
HOME EC IN BUS: CLTHNG & TEXT 
HOME EC: GENERAL 
HOME EC: DES+ HUH EN: ART 
DESIGN & HUMAN ENVIRON:BEH SCI 
HOME EC: FAMILY SERVICES 
HOME EC: DES+ HUH EN: BUS 
HOME EC IN BUS: CLTHNG & TEXT 
HOME EC:BUS:C AND T:FASH PROMO 
HOME EC BUS:C AND T:FASH HERCH 
HOME ECONOMICS: DIETETICS 
PSYCHOLOGY 






PUBLIC ADH: GENERAL ADM 
PUBLIC ADH: ST AND COMM PLAN 
PUBLIC AOH: PUBLIC LAW 
PUBLIC ADM: PUBLIC PERSONNEL 
PUBLIC ADM: PUBLIC SERVICES ' 










ALL STUDENTS - ENROLLMENT BY CURRICULA FOR FALL 1987 
COLLEGE OF SOCIAL AND BEHAVIORAL SCIENCES 
FRESHMEN SOPHOMORES JUNIORS SENIORS PROSP MAJ 
HEN WOH HEN WOH HEN WOH HEN WOH HEN WOH 
2 4 3 6 
2 2 
11 
1 1 1 1 
1 6 10 8 1 
1 1 2 
2 
1 2 2 6 3 6 
2 3 1 1 
1 4 8 1 
4 6 3 1 11 
11 
2 3 
7 1 21 1 18 1 34 6 
5 4 4 2 
3 6 22 49 17 50 21 31 27 81 
5 48 
5 1 30 14 57 14 67 1 1 
1 3 11 4 13 8 4 1 
8 7 
1 1 12 6 20 13 27 8 27 14 
1 2 1 4 1 1 
1 1 1 
1 
2 1 2 
1 1 
1 
2 2 19 11 28 9 54 28 22 13 
1 3 
1 1 8 10 l 
1 5 5 14 9 9 12 1 6 
2 18 6 28 7 21 12 15 5 
3 2 1 5 3 1 
13 33 86 158 149 209 184 258 112 215 
46 244 358 442 327 
UNDERGRAD TOTALS GRADUATES GRAND 
MEN WOH TOTAL HEN WOH TOTAL TOTAL 
6 6 6 
15 15 15 
4 4 4 
11 11 11 
4 4 4 
26 26 26 
2 2 4 4 
2 2 2 
5 15 20 20 
7 7 7 
14 14 5 5 19 
1 24 25 25 
11 11 11 
5 5 5 
3 86 89 89 
15 15 15 
90 217 307 2 10 12 319 
5 48 53 53 
30 160 190 190 
32 13 45 1 1 46 • 
8 7 15 15 
87 42 129 1 2 3 132 
7 3 10 10 
2 1 3 3 
1 1 1 
3 2 5 5 
2 2 2 
1 1 1 
125 63 188 9 2 11 199 
1 3 4 4 
20 1 21 2 1 3 24 
29 33 62 3 3 6 68 
84 30 114 114 
8 7 15 15 
544 873 1417 18 29 47 1464 






50A THEATRE ARTS: ACTING 
508 COHH/RADIO TV: BRDCST/JRNLSH 
50C COHH/RAOIO TV: PRDCTN/PRFRHNC 
500 THEATRE ARTS: DESIGN & TECH 
50E COMM/RADIO TV-MANAGEMENT 
50F COMM/RADIO TV-MARKET/SALES 
500 THEATRE ARTS: GENERAL 
50X COHH/RADIO TV-BUSINESS 
500 COMMUNICATION & THEA ARTS 
501 COMM & THEA ARTS: INTERP 
502 COMM & THEA ARTS: PUB ADDRESS 
503 COMM & THEA ARTS: THEATRE 
504 COMM & THEA ARTS: INTPERAL COHH 
505 COMMUNICATIONS/RADIO-TV 
506 COMMUNICATIONS/PUB RELATIONS 
507 THEATRE ARTS 
508 GEN COMMUNICATION & THEA ARTS 
510 SPEECH - LANGUAGE PATHOLOGY 
512 COMMUNICATIVE DISORDERS 
515 AUDIOLOGY 
52A MUSIC EDUCATION: CHORAL 
528 MUSIC EDUCATION: INSTRUMENTAL 
52C MUSIC ED: ELEM/GENERAL 
520 MUSIC EDUCATION: COMPOSITE 
52E MUSIC EDUCATION: JAZ.Z 
52F MUSIC EDUCATION: SPECIAL ED 
520 MUSIC 
521 MUSIC EDUCATION 
522 THEORY - COMPOSITION 
523 MUSIC HISTORY 
524 PERFORMANCE 
525 MUSIC THEATRE 





619 ENGLISH LANGUAGE & LITERATURE 
620 ENGLISH 
622 ENGLISH, LINGUISTICS/FRENCH 
624 ENGLISH, LINGUISTICS/GERMAN 
628 ENGLISH, LINGUISTICS/SPANISH 
629 TCHG ENG TO SPKRS Of OTHR LANG 
630 ENGLISH LINGUISTICS 
640 RELIGION 





700 MAJOR IN TWO LANGUAGES 
ALL STUDENTS - ENROLLMENT BY CURRICULA FOR FALL 1987 
COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES AND FINE ARTS 
FRESHMEN I SOPHOMORES JUNIORS SENIORS PROSP HAJ 
HEN WOH HEN WOH HEN WOH HEN WOM HEN WOH 
1 3 1 4 2 4 4 1 
2 1 6 7 5 7 
6 5 21 5 12 3 
1 1 1 1 2 2 
4 
2 1 2 5 3 2 
1 2 1 2 1 
8 5 
2 1 1 1 3 5 12 22 
1 1 
1 1 2 16 6 28 10 
19 13 41 51 52 58 31 53 
1 1 5 8 
4 1 3 1 5 1 
5 1 10 1 18 24 18 
4 6 2 8 5 5 5 
10 11 5 10 3 7 7 11 
1 1 3 
2 2 1 
2 1 1 
7 16 4 2 3 2 9 5 2 3 
1 1 2 1 
1 
1 1 1 2 1 4 1 1 
1 2 1 1 1 1 
2 4 13 10 5 20 13 24 32 29 
1 2 7 5 9 9 13 10 2 
1 1 2 3 1 7 
1 4 12 30 18 37 23 50 7 33 
2 3 6 
1 1 
1 1 1 1 1 
1 3 3 
1 2 2 1 
1 1 
2 1 2 1 
UNDERGRAD TOTALS GRADUATES GRAND 
HEN WOH TOTAL HEN WOH TOTAL TOTAL 
11 9 20 20 
13 15 28 28 
39 13 52 52 
4 4 8 8 
4 4 4 
7 8 15 15 
4 3 7 7 
8 5 13 13 
18 29 47 6 10 16 63 
1 1 2 2 
45 19 64 64 
143 175 318 318 
7 8 15 15 
3 12 15 15 
2 75 77 19 19 96 
5 5 5 
11 24 35 35 
25 39 64 64 
5 5 5 
2 3 5 5 
4 4 4 
25 28 53 1 1 54 
2 3 5 9 4 13 18 
1 1 2 1 3 4 
1 1 1 
4 8 12 9 5 14 26 
2 5 7 7 
1 2 3 3 
65 87 152 1 1 2 154 
30 28 58 58 
4 11 15 15 
1 1 1 
61 154 215 10 16 26 241 
11 11 4 15 19 30 
1 1 2 1 1 3 
2 3 5 5 
6 1 7 7 
6 6 6 
2 2 1 1 3 
1 5 6 1 1 2 8 





















ALL STUDENTS - ENROLLMENT BY CURRICULA FOR FALL 1987 
COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES AND FINE ARTS • 
FRESHMEN SOPHOMORES JUNIORS SENIORS PROSP MAJ 
HEN WOH MEN WOM MEN WOM HEN WOM MEN WOM 
1 1 1 7 2 4 2 2 
1 3 8 9 4 
1 2 8 2 11 9 11 1 12 
31 59 85 123 135 207 196 265 141 215 
90 208 342 461 356 
UNDERGRAD TOTALS GRADUATES GRANO 
MEN WOM TOTAL MEN WOM TOTAL TOTAL 
5 15 20 1 6 7 27 
9 16 25 2 6 8 33 
13 44 57 4 12 16 73 
1 1 1 
588 869 1457 53 109 162 1619 







COOE I MAJOR 
oox OTHERS 
090 NON-DEGREE 
CONTINUING ED & SPECIAL PROGRAMS 
001 INDIVIDUAL STUDIES 
005 GENERAL STUDIES 
006 GENERAL STUDIES - NURSES 
009 BACHELOR Of LIBERAL STUOIES 
INTERDISCIPLINARY 
680 HUMANITIES 
913 AMERICAN STUDIES 





Office of the Registrar 
(PGM C0047058) 
I 
ALL STUDENTS - ENROLLMENT BY CURRICULA FOR FALL 1987 
SENIORS I PROSP MAJ FRESHMEN SOPHOMORES JUNIORS 
HEN WOH HEN WOM HEN WOH HEN WOM MEN WOH 
l 5 50 ' ! 
! 
1 2 5 3 1 
1 1 13 7 34 35 54 42 6 5 
10 5 1 
1 2 6 1 
1 1 4 1 3 1 
1 
63 106 
UNDERGRAD TOTALS GRADUATES GRANO 
HEN WOM TOTAL HEN WOH TOTAL TOTAL 
5 50 55 55 
107 199 306 306 
6 6 12 12 
108 90 198 198 
16 16 16 
7 3 10 10 
8 3 11 11 
1 1 1 
63 106 169 169 
303 475 778 778 
78 128 206 206 
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--------------- IOVolA. RESIDENTS 
University of Northern Iowa 
1-'.>l;!, (57.5%) 




Source of Transfer 
University of Iowa 
Iowa State University 
Iowa Four-Year Private 
Iowa Two-Year Public 





High School Source 
Iowa High School 




Bachelors Degree College 
UNI 
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'" 
SOURCE OF ENROLLMENT 
-
I 
PERCENT OF PERCENT OF 
TOTAL TOTAL TRANSFER CLASSIFIED STUDENTS 
152 5.7 1.5 
149 5.6 1.5 
425 15.9 4.2 
1424 53.4 14.2 
84 3.2 0.8 
279 10. 5 2.8 
89 3.3 0.6 
64 2.4 0.6 

















.. I I-' \.0 
I 
) LYON 0 OSCEOLA I OICICINSON 0 
16 16 32 
lfi 17 32 ?"oo, 4 O'&l<ltN 3 GLAY I 57 
37 40 60 44 38 
PLYMOUTH I CHER.Ct:.£.£. &ULNA VISTA 
I 
51 I 








UNl ~ALL l~b/ ~NKOLLMENT 
BY COUNTY OF ORIGIN 
~OSSVTH WINNE.&AGO WOl!.TH Q MITCHtLL 4 
5 
3? ~~ 73 98 44 77 
103 HANCOCIG CEIU!O G0200 
3 21 FLOVC> 21 
72 187 120 
75 208 141 
POC.AHONTA.S HUM&OLOT WR.IGHT 3 FR.A.NK.L.IN BUTLER. 29 I 5 2 166 so 54 80 60 
c;q 83 195 
WINN&SHl~K.. ALLAMAIG.tt HOWAl<O 
12 KEY: Graduate 
75 18 5 Undergra 87 89 71 Total 
107 76 I CHICt.ASAW 
21 




B2tMLI:. 54 201 
92 326 234 
380 51 62 DELA.WAlt.C. OUIVO.UL Wt&ST[R. • ILA.CIC. HAW~ IUCHA:ts 8 11 Toooo., L'OA 4 31 452 I 5AC I CALHOUN HAMILTON 3 HAR.DIN 17 C.RUNOV 2265 198 111 454 I .. 0 132 
l 76 18 42 136 61 104 156 l 2717 226 I 119 465 19 so 187 4 43 64 121 77 so 
LINN 35 .JONES 4 Jl>'-'1<50"'7 I TAMA 27 8EN'l'ON ]6 
\O"• I Ce.AWFOR.0 2 CAii ROLi... 1-Gl!ttNL 2 &OOHE. STOltY 2 MAl<SHALL 120 92 544 104 75 I 0 22 147 108 579 108 11 68 96 24 59 145 151 CLINTON 3 12 70 97 26 59 147 173 CE.DAR. 160 
3 163 , HAe.R.ISON I 18 JA.SPEI!. 2 POWESHIEIC.. IOWA 4 JOHNSON 
~Ht.L&Y AUOURON 6UTH1t.lE. 2 DALLA:S 0 POLK. 9 64 0 7 .... 8 ) I~ 21 72 644 94 43 115 SCOTT 13 18 57 67 326 22 20 72 662 96 47 1124 13 'l 113 .. l 64 I MVS4TIN£. 3 
\POTT::..W .. TTAMII: I CASS Al>AIJ;?. 
0 MA.DISON 0 WAl!IOEN I MARION 0 MAHASICA ICltOl<Ut:. WASHINGTON j 62 3 3 3 2 -54 39 49 f..f.. 't 59 21 18 19 43 38 LOVISA I 60 24 18 19 55 39 46 41 51 
7 MILLS I MONTGOME5?Y AD....,S 2 MONl!.0[ I WAPtLLO 3 JLFFEl!.OON HtNe.Y ~ 0 UNION 0 C:LAl<K.E 0 LVCAS I I 0£5 MOIN£.5 14 5 19 4 15 19 87 21 34 2 I 12 \ IS n 5 19 4 17 20 90 21 53 'RE.MONT PA.Gt TAVL02. li?INGGOLC Ot.CA.TUr.. WAYN£. 0 .A.PPANOOSE OAVIS 0 VAN BUl<EN 35 0 I I 0 0 0 2 55 Ltt 4 22 3 4 8 4 8 2 6 2 
4 23 4 4 8 4 10 45 6 2 









ENROLLMENT BY STATE OF ORIGIN 
GRADUATES UNDERGRADUATES TOTAL 
STATES MEN WOM TOT MEN WOM TOT MEN WOM TOT , 
ALASKA 1 1 1 1 2 2 i 
ARl ZONA I 1 1 2 1 1 2 11 
CALI FURN IA 2 4 6 I 7 3 10 9 7 16 ,1 
COLORADO 1 1 2 2 1 2 3 
CONNECTICUT 1 1 1 1 
-DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA - - ....... 1 1 - 1 1 -
FLORI DA 4 1 5 4 1 5 
HAWAII 1 1 1 1 
ILLINOIS 6 5 11 61 40 101 67 45 112 
INDIANA 2 2 4 2 3 5 4 5 9 
...... IOWA -- - - - - - - -373- 653- 1026 - -- 4306 5686 9992 - 4679 6339 11018 -
KANSAS 2 2 4 I 10 2 12 12 4 15 
KENTUCKY 1 1 I 1 1 2 1 2 3 
LOU IS I ANA 2 1 3 I 1 1 2 2 4 
_AT~I=" --------------------------_j_ __ 1 - _____ 1 - 1 -
MARYLAND 1 1 1 1 2 2 
MASSACHUSETTS 1 1 1 1 
MICHIGAN 2 1 3 2 2 2 3 5 
MINNESOTA 2 4 6 11 14 25 13 18 31 
MISSOURI 1 1 9 5 14 10 5 15 ~MONTANA ___________________ _ ,_ ____ 1-- 1 - - ---1-- !--
NEBRASKA 1 1 5 2 7 6 2 8 
NEH HAMPSHIRE 1 1 1 1 
NEW JERSEY 4 4 2 2 2 4 6 
N rn MEX I CO 1 1 1 1 1 1 2 
,... NEW YORK - -- - - - - - 2 - - - 2 ,_ 1 1 2 - - 3 - - 1 - - 4 -
OHIO 2 2 3 2 5 3 4 7 
OKLAHOMA 1 1 1 1 
PENNSYLVANIA 1 1 1 1 2 2 1 3 
SOUTH DAKOTA 1 1 1 2 3 1 3 4 TENNESSEE . - - - ..... _ 1 - --- 1- - -- - - -- -- -1 -- - 1--
T EXAS 1 2 3 2 1 3 3 3 6 
VIRGINIA 1 1 2 2 2 1 3 
WASHINGTON 1 2 3 2 2 1 4 5 
WISCONSIN 4 2 6 6 13 19 10 15 25 
WYOMING 1 1 1 1 
TOTAL 406 689 1095 4440 5791 10231 4846 6480 11326 
Office of the Registrar 
October 1987 
• 
. . . . 
BUSINESS 
COUHRY _U _ __§_ 
Brazil 1 - - · 





Hondu ,·as - ·------·- -- -
ilu11q _Kong . 1 1 
l 11il i c1 6 
I I di \ 1 
,L1p,111 1 
,lt,nJa11 1 
I I ir ·eo 
M.1 l ays i a 1 
ll iueria 
-
1.d. i s tan 1 
- ·--- --
I t.: rn 
-
I Iii l i pp i 11e s 
l 'o land 
-
PRC 1 3 
--- -
'. ,1utl1 Afr-ic e 
- -· 
'., 11c1 i1 1 1 
I a i wan 1 
I ,:111zani a 
1 lia i land l 
----
ll. L . 
-
Jt r I AL fl 13 
--· --· 
FOREIGN STUDENT REPORT 
FALL 198 7 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTHERN IOWA 
EDUCATION HUM. & FA NAT. SCI. 
Li JL...__§_ U G ---1 
1 1 1 
2 












2 2 6 
2 1 
2 
I 1 1 
1 
1 9 a 29 15 13 
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.. - ·-- --
SOC/8 EHAV S. UNA ff IL TOTAL 
U G U G u G -- ---- --0 2 




1 0 1 




1 4 9 0 
2 1 
2 1 













1 0 1 
I 0 
0 1 








ePre-Fall 1987 students 
currently enrolled 
• Ne"' Students, fall 1987 
- Graduate Students 
(symbol underlined) 
IUAJ 
MIL~S .. ... 
FO~Elr.N NAT10~ALS 




••••••••• ........ , 
!!!lt~•N 
!!,!~t!.!! 
Foreign Students Affairs 












Bed Business Education 
C Chemistry 
C1 Computer Infonnation Systems 
























F-0reign Student Affairs 
University of Northern Iowa 
Education Mg Management Pt Physical Therapy 
Educational Media Mk Marketing Sep Science (Environ. Planning) 
English Mu Music Sp Spanish 
Educational Psychology Ois Office Infonnation Systems Sw Social Work 
Geography p Physics T TESOL (Teaching English to 
Industrial Technology Pa Public Administration Speakers of Other languages) 
Mathematics Pe Physical Education u Undeclared 
Mba Master of Bus. Admin. Ps Psychology 
Undergraduates 
Graduates 
ENROLLMENT OF UNI MARRIED STUDENTS OR 
SINGLE STUDENTS WITH DEPENDENTS 
FALL ~EMESTER 1987 
MARRIED PERCENT OF SINGLE STUDENTS 
STUDENTS ENROLLMENT WITH DEPENDENTS 
1150 11.2 252 
703 60.9 68 
---------------------- ------------ ------------- ------------------
TOTAL 
Office of the Registrar 
October 1987 








OISTRIIJUT!ON OF TOTAL UNDERGRADUAH STUDENT ENROLLMENT 
ijy RACE ANO SEX - FALL 1987 
RACE/ETHNICITY MALE FEMALE TOTAL 
White and Other ( l) 4,357 5,711 10,068 
lllack 64 51 115 
American Indians 4 3 7 
Asians 11 27 38 
Hispanic 29 20 49 
---------------------------------- ------------- ------------- ----------------
TOTAL 4,465 5,812 10,277 
(l) Includes all foreiqn students and U.S. citizens, immigrants, and 









OISTRI8UT!UN OF GRADUATE STUDENTS BY RACE ANO SEX 
FALL 1987 
(1) MIERICAN 
ALL OTHER BLACK ASIAN lkDIAN -- -- ---
M F M F M F M F 
17 28 1 1 
52 34 2 
148 329 4 2 l l 
52 104 2 
Natural Sciences 49 17 1 l 2 






-------------------- ----------- -------- --------- ---------- ---------------1 
TOTAL 417 701 11 11 2 2 2 l 3 4 
(1) Includes all foreign students. Other categories include U.S. citizens, 
1mm1grants, and refugees only. 
Office of the Registrar 
Octoher 1987 
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COMPARATIVE AVERAGE AGES 
FALL SEMESTERS 1960-1987 
Graduate 
M w T 
ALL 
1960 29. 2 39. 7 32.7 
1965 30.4 35.2 32.4 
1970 28.8 33.0 30.6 
1971 28.1 30.9 29.2 
1972 28. 2 29. 9 28. 9 
1973 28.3 30.6 29.4 
1974 28. 3 29. 7 29 .o 
1975 28.6 30.7 29.7 
1976 29 .o 30. 4 · 29. 7 
1977 29.5 30.8 · 30.2 
1978 30.4 30.6 30.5 
1979 29.4 31.1 30.3 
1980 30.7 31.6 31.2 
1981 31.0 32.1 31.6 
1982 30.9 31.6 31.2 
1983 31.7 32.0 31.9 
1984 32.5 32.0 32.2 
1985 33.5 32.9 33.1 
1986 33.7 33.9 33.9 
1987 34.0 34.8 34.5 
~- - - - 1--- - · -------
FULLTIME 9 sem hrs or more 
1975 26.3 28.1 27.1 
1976 26.5 26. 9 26. 7 
1977 27 .2 26.8 27.0 
1978 27 .9 27 .3 27. 6 
1979 27.1 28.5 27.8 
1980 28. 0 28 .1 28.1 
1981 27.7 27.7 27.7 
1982 27 .6 28. 5 28.0 
1983 27 .9 28.5 28.2 
1984 28. 6 28. 2 28.4 
1985 29.3 29.0 29.1 
1986 30.9 29. 7 30.2 
1987 29.9 30.7 30.4 
---- - - - - ---------
PARTTIME 
1975 30.2 31.8 31.1 
1976 30.2 31.6 31.0 
1977 30.5 32.2 31.4 
1978 31.1 31.6 31.4 
1979 30.1 32.1 31.2 
1980 31.5 32.7 32.2 
1981 32.0 33.2 32.7 
1982 32.2 32.5 32.4 
1983 33.3 33.4 33.4 
1984 34.2 33.5 33.8 
1985 35.5 34.6 34.9 
1986 35 .4 35.7 35.6 
1987 35. 7 36.3 36.1 
Office of the Registrar 
September 1987 
Undergractua te 
M w T 
20.9 20.8 20.9 
20.4 20.6 20.5 
20.7 20.4 20.5 
20.9 20.5 20.7 
20.9 20.7 20.8 
21.2 20.9 21.1 
21.0 21.0 21.0 
21.3 21.1 21.2 
21.2 21.1 21.1 
21.0 21.2 21.1 
21.0 21.2 21.2 
21.1 21.4 21.3 
21.2 21.6 21.5 
21.4 21.7 21.6 
21.6 21. 7 21.6 
21.8 22 .o 21.9 
21.8 22.2 22.0 
22 .o 22 .3 22 .1 
22.0 22.2 22.1 
22.2 22.4 22.3 
--------
12 sem hrs of more 
20.8 20.0 20.4 
20.7 20.1 20.4 
20.4 20.1 20.2 
20.4 20.1 20.2 
20.5 20.5 20.3 
20.4 20.2 20.3 
20.6 20.3 20.4 
20.7 20.4 20.5 
20.9 20.5 20.7 
21.0 20.7 20.8 
21.2 20.8 21.0 
21.2 20.8 21.0 
21.3 20.8 21.0 
---------
25 .4 28.8 27 .3 
25.3 28.4 27.0 
25.2 28.0 26.8 
25.3 27.8 26.8 
25 .4 28 .5 27. 2 
25 .8 28.8 27.6 
26.3 28.4 27 .6 
26.9 28.3 27.7 
27 .o 28.5 27. 9 
26.2 28.3 27.4 
26 .1 28. 9 27.7 
26.7 29.6 28.4 
27 .4 30.1 29 .o 
-26-
Total 
M w T 
21. 7 21. 7 21. 7 
21.5 21.5 21.5 
21. 7 21.4 21.6 
21.7 21.3 21.5 
21. 7 21.4 21.5 
22.1 21.9 22.0 
21.9 22.0 22.0 
22.3 22.4 22.4 
22.2 22.4 22.3 
22.1 22.5 22.3 
22.3 22.4 22.4 
22.2 22.5 22.3 
22.4 22.8 22.6 
22.5 22.9 22.7 
22.5 22.6 22.6 
22. 7 23.0 22.9 
22.7 23.2 23.0 
22.9 23.3 23.2 
22.9 23.5 23.2 
23.3 23.8 23.5 
~ - -- ---- ----
21.1 20.4 20.8 
21.0 20.4 20.7 
20.7 20.4 20.5 
20.7 20.4 20.5 
20.7 20.5 20.6 
20.7 20.5 20.6 
20.8 20.5 20.7 
21.0 20.6 20.8 
21.1 20.8 21.0 
21.2 21.0 21.1 
21.5 21.1 21.3 
21.5 21.1 21.3 
21.6 21.2 21.4 
,____ - - - - - -
27. 7 30.3 29 .1 
27.7 29.9 29.0 
27. 7 29.8 28.9 
28.1 29.5 28.9 
27 .4 29.8 28.8 
28.2 30.2 29.4 
28.6 30.2 29.6 
28.8 29.6 29.3 
29 .o 29. 9 29.5 
28.4 29.8 29.2 
28.8 30.6 29.9 
29.1 31.6 30.7 
30.0 32.2 31.4 
E.B..l:::.!: .... H£.B..l)_!;;:.Q.l.J.NL E ~BQ_L L M£N T : __ ._.l:H.Y_f?_I_t;:: A'-=-.. HA~.Q..!..GAf..:. ..... !;;;A.IS: G QR I.J.;: s 
!::!~_! V_l;_RS 1 .. I.Y: __ QE_NQ8.I.~ERt::!..... .. 1.Q~_f.\_ 
PE:fll·iP1NENTLY MOBILIT Y I MF'A I l:;:ED STUDENTS ( 1) 
Asi:;i sti ve Ih?vi ce 
1. V.Jhee1 cha:i ,,.. 13 9 1.0 8 " 9 7 
2. Othe1·· a~~s i s t i ve devi. ces 42 18 2(J 21 10 9 .. ;~ 
·-'. No a s ::;i sti Vf:? device 90 4fl ~:'i4 70 6::::: 67 
TOTAL 145 7 <=· d 84 99 92 85 
\II SUAL.L. Y IMF'AIF:ED ~'.)TUDENTS ( 2) 




-~ ~.:) 1 ..:. ..:. ~· 
2 .. Not to . . ally blind, but 
visually impaired c:- c:- 7 9 7 8 ...! ~i ---- - -- -- 1-. ---~ 
TOTAL 7 7 9 L::'. 10 9 
P1 CDUST I CALLY IMPAIHED STUDENTS ( 3} 
Condition: 1. Totallv deaf 3 2 0 0 1 0 
2. Not tota11r deaf, but 
acoustical y imp~ired 15 1 (l 2 :3 3() 26 44 
TOTAL 18 1 -::· 
.-,7 30 .-,·7 3 2:. 4 ._::. ;...1 
DTHET-=< ( 4) 1 o~.::: 102 168 228 283 300 
·---- ---- - ---·- ·--··---- ----- - - - -











L · .. :i 
,,-:r 
.L -..:· 
2 9 ::. 
- - -·-
41 0 
(l} This includes three types of students--those confined to wheelchairs; th ose 
using other assistive devices, such as crutches or braces; and those not 
using assistive de~ices, but +or whom movement from place.to place is 
significantly impeded, lor example, persons with cardiopulmonary 
disabilities. Temporary-mobility impairments, for example sprained ankle, 
should not be considered in determining mobility impaired enrollments. 
(2) This includes all persons who, even with corrective lenses, have vision 
which is sufficiently poor to.require assistance (such as 0se of readers or 
enlargers) in order to function as students. 
(3) This includes all persons who are totally deaf or who, even with corrective 
devices, are sufficiently hard of hearing to require ~ssistance in order to 
function as students. 
(4) This includes such disabilities as mental disabil i ties, speech impairments , 
and alcoholism. 
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Handicapped Student Services 
Coordinator 
SPECIFIC DISABILITY CATEGORY CLASSIFICATIONS* 
FALL SEMESTER 1987 
I. 
I I. 













Spinal Cord Injury 
All Other Accidents & Injuries 
TOTAL 
Amputations 







VI. Internal Medical Condition 
'v' I I . 
',/III. 










Other Disabling Conditions or 
Unidentifiable Handicap 
































1 .-, ..:. 
142 
410 
*Handicapped students at UNI have identified as to the type of 
disability where possible. When students self-identify themselves as 
being handicapped. they do not always wish to state what the 
d1sabilitv is. It snould also be noted that a significant number of 
students with handicapping conditions are never identified bv their 
own choo5ing. 
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VETERANS RECEIVING VA EDUCATIONAL BENEFITS 
Fall Semesters 1973 - 1987 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
I 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
1000 1----------------------------------------------
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
goo I - - I- I- I- I- I- I- I- I- I- I- I- I- -
I 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
800 1------ ---------------------------------------
1 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
I 
100 I -1- I- I- I- I- 1- 1- I- I- I- I- I- I- I- -
I 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
600 I ------ --------------------------------------
1 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
I 
soo I -1- 1- I- - 1- 1- I- I- I- I- I- I- I- -
I 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
400 I ---------------- ----------------------------
1 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
I 
300 I -1- 1- 1- I- I- I- - - I- I- I- I- I- I- -
I 
I I I I I I I I I I I I 
200 I ---------------------------------------------
1 I I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
I 
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~ .. 1.6 ,, 
C 
0 .. 1.4 :, 
0 11,180 









FRESHMAN SOPHOMORE JUNIOR SENIOR GRADUATE & OTHERS 
IZZI , l'(\J 2 Vh~ ., ~~ 4 ~ 5 ~ TOT. oJ 
Total Residence Hall Occupancy 1978 - 1987 
1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 
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::: : ... ·:::> 
,./·::: .. ,./ 
.. -······· ........... -· 
•• - ··· __ ••• .r·· 
. . ... 
! ... · ... .-· 
(105) 
-~' ,·~-% 
e: r· . •· .-, :· .. ... .. ··: i"... ...._... ·· '. ,·_... ...... ·: r_.. ' / -. . .... / _  ....... ·1 ;~ ~ ~ 
l- . , •. .- ' f· ,.. -• . ,.. ··1 l ..  ..' .· .. ·.- , t:'-· ,·" ,: 1 "" r 4 ! • - ... -: ! •' •" _ .. ·· : : ... • .•.. • I • ••• • ••• • .•• •" • •• ,• l ;••' ./ •, . I I •• :fl \ ,., C: ~ \ -' - / 
( 56) 
"1) (45) 
4 -i .·· / i I ... ·• • • lt ,_ ... ·· ..... I _.... ..... t.... _/ 1 .... / . . . ., "l:,1'7 .::. .·._.,,.... ( 24) ., 1 to;" 
'r·· .. -···· .. ··i r- •' -·· -· .-, ... .. . .. ·1 _... .. . .... -, ...... _...... ....... _....  ./ ,./ .. - ..-· "'- ..... ..... "l: t'7 "'- . .. . .. 
. · 1 f .• .• I I .. - ... .• ... ... .. / ... ••· ,' -·· ,. .- • , . .J •• " ( 1) 
2 
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;::;• + ,-, i "% .- . ,-. + 
L ·· ~ 1 .-, / • ••• i .. / ,.,.1 c:; 1. Nr;,.,,· [:at:r; ,![]n e ..7 Feb 1,·1CJr Apr 
Table based on 1802 
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·' ~ --r1=1 '1 I • ,., · • 
'1 • .,, 
, .~,,~;1% 
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·'~ --'· ..,- -t'?' 
1,
1 
~ t:'.:•t • .J ,,;_,t) It.:• / l' 
_, ... ····•· 
__ ,. ... ' .... ,,.-· 
..... //< . ....-·· 
I 
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NUMBER AND PERCENT OF ENROLLED FRESHMEN FALL 198 7 
NEW FROM IOWA HIGH SCHOOLS BY ZONtS Of IOWA (l)UNTIES 
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High Schools Fro1 Which 10 or ftore Current-Year Graduates 
Enrolled at UNI for a Fall Teri 
Current Year Enrollees= --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------1643 1603 1538 1811 1732 1611 
-------------------------- ---- ---- ----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
High School 








160610 Carroll, Kue1per 
160632 Cascade 
160660 Cedar Falls 
160655 Cedar Falls, Norihern Univ. 
160672 Cedar Rapids, Jefferson 
160673 Ced~r Rapids, Kennedy 
160686 Cedar Rapids, Prairie 
160688 Cedar Rapids, Regis 
160703 Cedar Rapids, Washington 
160735 Ch"arles City 
160845 Clinton 
161020 Cresco, Crestwood 
161089 Davenport, Assu1ption 
161110 Davenport, Central 
161113 Davenport, West 
161125 Decor ah 
161143 Delhi, ftaquoketa Valley 
161160 Denison 
161170 Denver 
161203 Des ftoines, Hoover 
161180 Des ftoines, Lincoln 
161215 Des ftoines, Roosevelt 
161235 DeWitt, Central 
161333 Dubuque, He1pstead 
161330 Dubuque, Senior 
161307 Dubuque, Wahlert 
161375 Dyersville, Beck1an 
161432 Eldridge, North Scott 
161505 Epworth, Western Dubuque 
161535 Fairban~, Wapsie Valley 
161665 Fort Dodge 
161710 Garner-Hayfield 
161748 Gilbertville, Don Bosco 

































































































































































































































High Schools Fro1 Which 10 or ftore Current-Year Graduates 
Enrolled at UNI for a Fall Teri 
Current Year Enrollees = 
High School 
Code I Nm 
162135 Indianola 
162155 Iowa City, City High 
162435 Jackson Jct., Turkey Valley 
162220 Johnston 
162310 Knoxville 
162700 ftanchester, West Delaware 
162735 ftaquoketa 
162765 ftarion 
162763 ftarion, linn-ftar 
162775 ftarshalltown 
162800 ftason City 
163000 ftonticello 
163085 ftuscatine 






163850 Runnells, Southeast Polk 
164056 Sioux City, North 
164085 So 1 on 
164095 Spencer 
164175 Story City, Roland-Story 
164210 Su1ner 
164240 Ta1a, South Ta1a 
161220 Urbandale 
164430 Vinton, Washington 
164475 Washington 
164500 Waterloo, Central 
164492 Waterloo, Colu1bus 
164495 Waterloo, East 
164520 Waterloo, West 
1U540 Waukon 
164550 Waverly-Shell Rock 
164570 Webster City 
161190 W. Des ftoines, Dowling 
164625 W. Des ftoines, Valley 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------
1643 1603 1538 1811 1732 1611 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------








































5 6 10 
5 10 14 
7 10 10 
6 6 10 
1 10 4 
4 19 3 
C C C 
J J J 
4 4 3 
25 24 23 
14 14 16 
6 13 5 
7 6 11 
4 6 4 
9 15 13 
14 19 25 
13 12 11 
5 11 10 
3 7 5 
14 5 15 
10 7 14 
3 1 10 
10 2 4 
9 6 10 
4 6 7 
6 4 4 
12 16 9 
6 18 18 
8 10 3 
4 5 11 
12 17 20 
31 45 37 
15 12 14 
47 44 42 
12 6 9 
21 26 33 
0 0 7 
17 9 21 








































f. Current year is record high for 5 year period 
• Current year is record low for 5 ye~r period 
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DISTRIBUTION ' BY AMERICAN COLLEGE TEST COMPOSITE 
SCDRES AND HIGH SQfOOL DECILE RANK IN CLASS FOR 
ENROLLED STUDENTS NEW FROM HIGH SCHOOL FOR WHOM 
BOTH ACT SCORE . AND RANK IN CLASS ARE AVAILABLE 
: 
5 8 12 19 59 : 48 88 . . . . 
12 10 37 33 36 88 : 41 69 . . . . 
31 20 54 32 44 92 : 33 38 1 . 
133 
51 
11 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
44 13 56 23 40 64 22 21 7 
33 15 56 23 21 I 30 13 9 4 
I 
I l 
9 1 10 
7 I 6 14 7 10 3 
3 1 2 2 I 3 I 3 




1 I 1 







1-13 14-16 17 18+19 20 21 22+23 24 25+26 27-36 
ACT STANDARD COMPOSITE SCORE 
TABLE BASEi> ON 1745 Univers 1 ty ot Northern Iowa 
Oftice of Admissions 
September 1987 
SUMMARY OF ENROLLMENT OF NEW IOWA RESIDENTS DIRECTLY FROM HIGH SCHOOL 
Iowa State University University of Iowa University of Northern Iowa All Regents Universities 
Iowa Public Fall Enrollment Fall Enrollment Fall Enrollment Fall Enrollment 
& Non-Public New Non-Trans fer New Non-Transfer New Non-Transfer New Non-Trans fer 
Schools Resident Resident Resident Resident 
!Year Senior Class 
Enrollment Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent Number Percent 
~ 
1968 47,890 2,892 6.1 2,675 5.6 2,052 4.3 7,625 16.0 
1969 50,829 3,301 6.5 2,422 4.8 2,056 4.1 7,779 15.4 
1970 50,461 3,183 6.3 2,023 4.0 1,914 3.8 7,120 14.1 
1971 49,350 3,072 6.2 1,793 3.6 1,619 3.3 6,484 13.1 
1972 49,506 3,036 6.1 1,735 3.5 1,451 2.9 6,222 12.5 
1973 49,558 3,043 6.1 2,055 4.2 1,605 3.2 6,703 13.5 
1974 49,312 3,280 6.7 1,967 4.0 1,668 3.4 6,915 14.1 
1975 48,195 3,190 6.6 1,990 4.1 1,807 3.8 6,987 14.5 
1976 47,315 3,182 6.7 1,871 4.0 1,879 4.0 6,932 14.7 
1977 49,908 3,492 7.0 1,935 3.9 2,088 4.2 7,515 15.1 
1978 50,152 3,532 7.0 2,071 4.1 1,894 3.8 7,497 14.9 
1979 50,441 3,329 6.6 2,146 4.3 2,039 4.0 7,514 14.9 
1980 49,311 3,298 6.7 2,492 5 .1 2,206 4.5 8,041 16.2 
1981 48,269 3,057 6.3 2,709 5.6 2,080 4.3 7,846 16.3 
1982 46,956 2,985 6.4 2,864 6.1 2,033 4.3(3.5)* 7,882 16.8 
1983* 44,383 2,722 6.1 2,677 6.0 1,553 3.5 6,952 15.7 
1984 41,912 2. 770 6.6 2,407 5.7 1,538 3.7 6,715 16.0 
1985 40,528 2,914 7.1 2,459 6.1 1,770 4.4 7,143 17.6 
1986 38,817 2,825 7.3 2,452 6.3 1,687 4.3 6,964 17.9 
1987 39,162 2,611 6.7 2,448 6.3 1,568 4.0 6,627 16.9 
*Beginning with 1983 the number of non-transfer residents includes current year high school graduates only. 
60% of the 1984 Iowa high school graduates entered some post-high school institution/program. 
-45-
University of Northern Iowa 









PROFILES OF NEW DEGREE STI.JDENTS ENTERllti UNIVERSITY OF NORTHE~ IOWA DIRECT FROM HIGH SCHOOL 
Fall Semesters 1962-1987 
HIGH SCliOOL RANK 
Percentage of Students in Various Percentile Intervals 
Percentile 
Rank 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 
90-99 18. 4 22.0 20.8 20.0 20.7 22.0 21.5 20.2 21.8 21.0 20.7 16. 7 19.2 19. 5 19.0 
80-89 22.7 20.4 22.6 21.0 22.5 21.4 23.8 21.9 21.0 21. 7 18.8 18.4 18.2 17.5 18.1 
70-79 17.9 19. 9 20.4 20.0 20.7 19.5 19.5 20.5 19.3 19. 2 17. 2 17. 8 15.0 15.8 15 .o 
60-69 15.8 16.8 15.8 18.0 15.6 15.9 16.6 16.2 15.3 14.9 14.8 13 .5 14.1 13.5 15.8 
50-59 12.1 12.3 12.4 14.0 14.3 14.2 13.2 13.6 12.7 11. 5 13.9 10.3 11. 5 11.0 11.1 
UPPER HALF 86.9 91.4 92.0 93.0 93.8 93.0 94.6 92.4 90.1 88.3 85.4 76. 7 78.0 77 .3 79.0 
40-49 9.5 5.3 5.6 5.0 4.7 5.3 3.9 5.3 6.3 7.3 7.7 9.1 8.7 9.0 8.7 
30-39 2.0 2.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1. 2 1.0 1.5 2.1 3.1 4.2 6.0 6.3 5.8 5.6 
20-29 1.1 0.7 0.7 0.0 0.3 0.4 0.3 0.4 0.9 1.1 1.5 5.1 3.9 4.8 4.4 
10-19 0.4 0.5 0.5 1.0 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.2 0.4 0.1 0.6 2.3 2.4 2.2 1.5 
0-9 0 .1 0.0 0.2 o.o 0.0 0.0 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.0 0.6 0.7 0.7 0.8 0.8 






Rank 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 
90-99 15.7 17.3 18.3 17.2 17.2 16.7 18 .8 17.9 16.7 20.6 21.1 
80-89 18 .4 16.6 18 .3 18. 9 18 .1 16. 7 16.8 17. 9 18. 7 18. 7 21.3 
70-79 16.9 16.8 18.6 16.3 15.5 16.0 15.2 17.3 17.9 20.5 20.9 
60-69 14.5 13.7 13.5 14.2 14.0 14.5 15.1 14.1 14.3 17. 3 17. 6 
50-59 12.0 12.0 11.5 11.8 12.2 12.0 12.8 13.5 13.0 12.7 12.6 
UPPER HALF 77 .5 76.4 80.2 78.4 77 .o 75.9 78.7 80.7 80.7 89.8 93.5 
40-49 9.1 10.9 8.1 8.8 9.5 10.9 10.3 11.2 9.4 6.1 4.4 
30-39 7.4 7.0 5.9 8.0 7.7 8.6 6.2 4.4 5.9 2.7 1.1 
20-29 4.8 4.1 4.4 3.5 4.6 3.8 3.5 2.2 2.8 1.1 0.6 
10-19 1.0 1.3 0.9 1.2 1.0 0.7 0.9 1.2 0.9 0.3 0.3 
0-9 0.1 0.3 0.4 0.1 0.1 0.1 0.3 0.2 0.4 0.1 0.1 
LOWER HALF 22.4 23.6 19.7 21.6 22.9 24.1 21.2 19.2 19.3 10.3 6.5 
University ot Northern Iowa 
Ottice of Admissions 
September 1987 
PROFILES OF NEW DEGREE STI.JDENTS ENTERING UNIVERSITY OF NOIITHE~ IOWA DIRECT FROM HIGH SCHOOL 
Fall Semesters 1963-1987 
AME RICAN O'.)LLEGE TEST 
Percentage of Students in Various Percentile Intervals 
Compos! te 
Standard 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 .. 1977 
Score 
27 - 36 15 .8 14.3 17. 0 21.2 20.0 21. 7 21.5 22.7 22.9 19 .4 17. 6 17.4 14.1 13 .1 9.9 
25 & 26 17.7 22.6 23.0 19.6 20.8 21.6 21.8 19.7 20.8 17.5 14.9 14.2 14.4 13.0 12.7 
24 10 .1 12.4 12.0 11.4 12.1 10.5 11.6 12.3 8.8 11.5 9.9 7.9 7.6 8.9 6.4 
22 & 23 23.3 20.8 21.0 21.6 20.2 20.2 19.2 19.3 18.6 17.7 17.0 15.6 15.3 13. 7 13.7 
21 8.5 8.1 8.0 8 .1 8.4 7.4 7.7 7.9 7.3 8.7 6.2 7.4 7.2 7.1 7.0 
SCORE OF 21 75.4 78.2 81.0 81.9 81.5 81.4 81.8 81.9 78.4 74.8 65.6 62.5 58.6 55.8 49.7 
OR ABOVE 
20 13.0 7.6 7.0 7.4 5.5 6.5 5.1 5.4 7.0 5.8 7.0 6.0 6.5 6.5 7.8 
18 & 19 4.8 8.1 8.0 6.6 7.5 7.9 8.3 7.9 9.3 10.7 11.4 12.3 13.0 13. 7 13. 9 
17 4.9 4.0 2.0 1.7 2.7 1.8 1.7 2.4 2.3 3.5 4.8 3.8 5.7 5.8 6.3 
14 - 16 1.2 1.6 2.0 2.0 2.1 2.2 2.6 1.9 2.4 4.4 7.8 10.5 11.1 12.1 13.8 
1 - 13 0.5 0.5 o.o 0.3 0.7 0.2 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.7 3.4 4.9 5.2 6.1 8.5 
J,. SO'.) RE OF 20 24.4 21.8 19.0 18 .o 18. 5 18 .6 18. 2 18 .1 21.6 25.1 34.4 37.5 41.5 44.2 50.3 
f OR BELOW 
Compos 1 te 
Standard 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 . 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 
Score 
27 - 36 10 .9 10.3 10.3 10.0 11.2 11.6 11.4 11.0 15.0 12.0 
25 & 26 11. 7 12.5 9.8 11.0 10.7 11.4 10.5 11.9 14.8 13.6 
24 7.4 5.7 6.9 7.5 6.4 5.8 7.1 8.1 9.0 9.4 
22 & 23 13.7 15.5 15.4 15.0 15.7 16.8 16.8 18.9 18.4 20.0 
21 7.8 7.3 6.9 7.8 7.5 8.0 8.4 9.8 8.5 9.5 
SCORE OF 21 51.5 51.3 49.3 51.3 51.5 53.6 54.2 59.7 65.6 64.5 
OR ABOVE 
20 6.8 7.0 8.4 7.3 7.4 7.2 8.9 8.7 7.3 7.7 
18 & 19 14.5 14.4 14.4 14.8 13.8 13.7 15 .o 12.8 11. 9 12.9 
17 6.0 6.8 7.1 6.2 7.1 5.8 6.5 5.4 4.3 3.9 
14 - 16 14.1 14.0 13.1 13 .2 13.2 13.5 10.6 9.5 8.0 7.8 
1 - 13 7.1 6.5 7.8 6.8 6.9 6.2 4.7 3.8 2.8 3.0 
S(X) RE OF 20 48. 5 48. 7 50.8 48.3 48 .4 46.4 45.7 40.3 34.4 35.3 
OR BELOW 
Univers 1 ty of Northern Iowa 
Office of Admissions 
September 198 7 
I 
cm1PARISON OF ACT OJNPOSITE SOJRE 
FOR Fl.lliSHMEN STUDENTS ENTERING FALL TERM 
IN SELECT~O YlARS HtTWEEN 1960-1987 
I 1960* 1969 1979 1982 1983 1984 1985 
I 
1986 1987 
j Mean Composite I 22.0 24.0 20.6 20.6 20.8 21.0 21.3 22.l 21.8 j 
I Score-------------1----------------------------------------------------------------I 
j Percent Stuaents I 
I With Score 6.7 3.1 20.5 20.1 19.7 15.3 13.4 10.8 10.8 I below 17 I 
------------------ ----------------------------------------------------------------1 
Percent Students 
With Score 63.7 81.8 51.3 51.5 53.6 54.2 59.8 65.6 65.6 I 
21 ano Above I j _______ _.__ ________________________ I 
*The first year that ACT was requirea of freshmen entering UNI 
-48-
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PERCENTAGE DISTRIBUTION BY ACT STANDARD COMPOSITE SOORE AND HIGH SCHOOL RANK IN CLASS 
FOR STUDENTS NEW FROM HIGH SCHOOL ENTERING FALL 1971 THROUGH FALL 1987 
FOR WHOM BOTH ACT S<X>RE AND RANK AVAILABLE 
Fall 1971 Fall 1972 Fall 1973 Fall 1974 Fall 1975 Fall 1976 
N = 1587 N = 1427 N = 1488 N = 1543 N = 1596 N = 1713 
Top 10% Rank 
ACT Composite 27 & above (197)12.4 (143) 10. 0 (125) 8.4 (142) 9.2 (139) 8.7 (140) 8.2 
Top 30% Rank 
IACT Composite 24 & above 41. 7 36.5 33.5 31. 7 29.4 28.0 
Top 50% Rank 
ACT Composite 21 & above 70.6 68.0 58.7 55.9 52.9 51.0 
Top 50% Rank 
ACT Composite 20 & below 17.1 17.4 18.9 21.6 26.4 28.7 
Lowest 50% Rank 
ACT Composite 21 & above 7.6 6.4 7.9 6.7 5.8 5.0 
Lowest 50% Rank 
ACT Composite 20 & below 4.7 8.1 14.5 15.8 14.8 15.4 
Fall 1980 Fall 1981 Fall 1982 Fall 1983 Fall 1984 Fall 1985 
N = 1892 N • 1978 N = 1846 N = 1769 N = 1702 N = 1923 
Top 10% Rank 
ACT Composite 27 & above (109) 5. 8 (108) 5. 4 (114) 6.2 (130) 7.3 (116) 6.8 (115) 6.0 
Top 30% Rank 
ACT Composite 24 & above 21.8 23.2 23.1 24.11 23.7 25.0 
Top 50% Rank I 
ACT Composite 21 & above 45.1 46.7 46.1 47.9 48.6 53.1 
Top 50% Rank 
ACT Composite 20 & below 33.6 30.9 30.0 31.4 32.8 28.1 
Lowest 50% Rank 
ACT Composite 21 & above 3.9 4.9 5.5 5.5 6.0 6.6 
Lowest 50% Rank 
ACT Composite 20 & below 17.5 17.4 18.3 15.2 12.'6 12.2 
Fall 1977 Fall 1978 Fall 19791 
N = 1815 N = 1863 N = 1899 
(100) 5.5 (117) 6.3 (123) 6.5/ 
I 
23.6 24.0 24.ol 
45.1 46.3 46.71 
33.9 30.6 33.8/ 
I 
4.9 5.4 4.4j 
16.1 17.7 15.1/ 
Fall 1986 Fall 1987 I N = 1876 N = 1802 
I 
(165) 8.8 (133) 7.6 I 
I I 
31. 7 29.3 I 
60.8 61.9 I 
I 
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NUMBER OF NEW PART-TIME STUDENTS DIRECTLY FROM HIGH SCHOOL AS A PERCENT OF TOTAL 















































*Includes students enrolled in required non-credit 
developmental courses in English and/or mathematics who 
have a contact load equal to that of full-time students. 
Fall 1984 - 153 students 
Fall 1985 - 127 students 
Fall 1986 - 48 students 
Fall 1987 - 50 students 
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I 
1973-74 1974-75 1975-7b 
TTnTi TTnTi <1TTfY 
A~T 
Compo, I to Score 
)6 I u 0 0 )5 u 0 0 
34 
I 
I 0.07 I 0.07 0 
)) 0 0 0 
)2 I 4 u. 27 7 0.46 4 0. 26 
31 12 0.82 15 U.98 17 I. 09 
30 25 I. 71 32 2.0ij 28 1.80 
29 49 3. 36 39 2.54 49 ). 15 
28 7 I 4.86 85 5.54 60 3.85 
27 97 6.64 90 5.86 67 4.30 
26 101 6.92 118 7 .69 120 7.71 
25 117 8.01 101 6. 58 109 7.00 
24 146 10.00 120 7 .82 115 7.39 
2) 130 11.90 121 7.88 120 7. 71 
22 120 8.22 123 8.01 123 7.90 
21 92 6.30 110 7. 17 114 7.32 
20 102 6.99 94 b. I 2 105 6. 74 
19 94 6.44 102 6.64 107 b.87 
18 68 4.66 88 5.73 92 5.91 
17 70 4. 7 9 58 3. 78 83 5. 33 
16 54 3.70 78 5.08 78 5.01 
15 42 2.88 43 2.80 52 3.34 
14 19 1.30 38 2.48 39 2.50 
13 15 I.OJ 26 1.69 23 1.48 
12 11 0.75 16 1.04 15 0,96 
II 5 0.34 10 0.65 16 1.03 
10 8 0.55 8 0.52 9 0.58 
9 2 0.14 7 0.46 6 U.39 
8 4 v.27 3 0.20 2 o.13 
7 
I 
l 0.07 2 0.13 2 0.13 
6 0 0 
I 
2 U.13 
5 0 u 0 
4 
I 
0 0 0 
3 0 u 0 
2 0 0 o· 
I 0 0 0 
lledlao 23 22 22 
Hean 22.2 21. 8 21. 5 
Nwabe r 1460 1535 1557 
ACT COMPOSITE STANDARD SCORE COMPARISON OF ENTERING FRESHMEN 
FIRST SEMESTER 1973-74 to 1987-88 
1976-77 1977-78 1978-79 I 19 79-80 1980-81 1981-82 1982-83 1983-84 
T1TlTI m-m TT>Tf> I TTi'"<i> (1)(1) TiTci> (I) (X) (1"f"1ri 
I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 l 0.05 0 V 0 0 
) 0.18 3 U.15 l 0.05 l 0.05 l 0.05 0 0 2 0.11 
2 0.12 I 0.05 4 0.21 2 0.10 6 0.31 3 0.16 3 0.16 5 0. 28 
8 U.48 10 0.52 6 U.32 8 0.42 13 0.68 II U.bO 4 0.22 15 U.84 
19 I. I 3 24 I. 24 23 l. 23 19 0.99 20 1.04 16 0.88 20 1.08 26 1.46 
36 2.15 40 2.06 36 l. 93 31 1.61 27 1.41 32 I. 7 5 34 1.83 28 1.58 
63 3. 75 67 3.45 67 3. 58 63 3.27 54 2.81 52 2.84 63 3.39 60 3.38 
92 5.48 91 4.69 68 3.64 71 3.68 73 3.80 67 3.67 85 4.57 68 3.83 
104 6.20 120 6.19 101 5.40 104 5.40 104 5.42 92 5.03 99 5.32 103 5.80 
122 7.27 134 b.91 llb 6.31 138 7.16 108 5.63 115 b.29 97 5.22 102 5.47 
145 11.64 126 6.49 139 7.44 111 5.76 133 6.93 139 7 .60 120 b.45 104 5.86 
111 b.62 126 6.49 117 b.26 146 7.58 142 7.40 133 7 .28 141 7.58 143 8.05 
121 7. 21 138 7.11 136 7.211 157 8.15 155 8.08 147 8.04 152 8.17 151 8.50 
120 7.15 129 6.65 146 7.81 141 7.32 132 6.88 142 7. 77 139 7.47 139 7.83 
110 6. 56 148 7 .63 130 b.96 134 6.95 161 8.39 133 7.28 1311 7.42 129 7. 26 
113 6.73 142 7.32 134 7 .17 146 7.58 139 7.24 152 8.32 132 7.10 135 7.60 
117 6.97 116 5.98 135 7.22 131 b.80 141 7. 35 124 6.78 123 6.61 112 6. 31 
102 6.08 116 5.98 124 6.63 131 6.80 135 7.03 Ill 6.18 134 7.20 103 5.80 
78 4.65 109 5.62 90 4.82 101 5.24 96 5.00 90 4,92 106 5.70 102 5.74 
79 4.71 86 4,43 96 5.14 94 4.88 78 4.06 77 4.21 82 4.41 83 4.67 
48 2.86 61 3.14 70 3.75 74 3.84 76 3.96 77 4.21 58 3.12 , 55 3.10 
36 2.15 63 3.25 46 2.46 44 2.28 59 3.07 40 2.19 45 2.42 32 1.80 
22 1.31 44 2.27 36 1.93 35 1.82 30 1.56 43 2.35 39 2.10 31 1. 75 
12 0.72 23 1.19 25 1.34 21 1.09 18 0.94 19 1.04 16 0.8b 31 I. 75 
9 0.54 13 0.67 14 0.75 13 0.67 13 0.68 7 0.38 17 0,91 9 O.Sl 
3 0.18 2 0.10 5 u.27 3 O. lb 4 0.21 I 0.05 11 o.59 3 0.17 
l 0.06 4 0.21 l U.05 2 0.10 l 0.05 3 0,16 2 0.11 2 0.11 
l 0.06 l 0.05 0 3 0.16 0 0 0 3 0.17 
l 0.06 l 0.05 l 0.05 2 0.10 0 0 0 0 
0 2 0.10 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
21 21 21 21 21 21 21 21 
21. 2 20. 7 20.6 20.6 20.5 20.6 20.6 20.8 











































1985-86 198b-87 1987-88 
TTnTi f1nil mm 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
3 0.16 4 0.21 0 
0 4 0.21 l .06 
11 U.58 13 0.69 16 .92 
10 0.53 29 I. 54 29 I. 67 
30 1.58 65 3.45 30 l. 72 
62 3.26 68 3.61 71 4.14 
95 4.99 l 01 5. 36 61 3.50 
96 5.04 129 6.84 121 6.95 
129 6. 78 149 7.91 117 6. 72 
155 8.14 170 9.02 166 9.53 
195 10. 24 164 8. 70 168 9.65 
164 8.61 182 9.66 184 10.57 
189 9.93 160 8.50 166 9.53 
167 8.77 138 7 .32 134 7.70 
143 7.51 130 6.90 116 6.66 
101 5.30 9b 5.09 106 6.15 
102 5.36 I 81 4.30 67 3.85 
90 4.73 I 58 3.08 52 2.99 
57 2.99 57 3.02 48 2.76 
33 1.78 35 1.86 34 1.95 
31 1.63 20 1.06 22 I. 26 
19 1.00 17 0.90 12 .69 
10 0.53 7 0.37 9 .52 
8 0.42 3 O.lt> 4 .23 
2 0.11 2 0.11 2 .11 
0 2 0.11 3 .17 
0 I 0.05 0 
2 0.11 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 O · 0 
22 22.8 22.5 
21.3 22.1 21.8 
1904 1885 1741 
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*50 students (2.8%) have a course load 
less than 12 semester hours and are 
enrolled in non-credit developmental 
courses in English and/or mathematics 
which brings their total contact load 
to that of a full-time student. 
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DISTRIBUTION BY CURRICULUM OF ENROLLED STUDENTS 
NEW FROM HIGH SQIOOL FALL 1971 THIOUGH FALL 1987 
1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 
Teachin£ Maj or Number 860 721 678 650 734 674 724 651 540 595 
Percent 52.3 48 .5 40.9 37. 2 39. 3 34.9 33.6 33.5 25. 9 27 .8 
L.A. Major Number 573 652 897 989 1031 1229 1429 1277 1548 1547 
Percent 34.9 43.9 54.1 56.7 55.3 63.7 66.3 65.7 74.1 72. 2 
No Indies tion Number 210 113 83 106 101 26 3 15 0 0 





1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 
Teachin.8_ Major Number 475 402 421 426 511 466 399 
Percent 23.9 21.0 22.6 24.0 25. 7 23.8 22.1 
L.A. Major Number 1456 1157 1094 1068 1242 1293 1229 
Percent 73.3 60.5 58.8 60.2 62 .3 66.2 68.2 
No Indication Number 55 353* 346* 281* 239* 195* 174* - Percent 2.8 18. 5 18. 6 15.8 12.0 10.0 9.7 
*Undeclared, but may have indicated teaching or Liberal Arts. 
University o1 Northern Iowa 
Oftice of Admissions 
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1802 NEW DEGREE SnJDENTS ENTEl<ING UNI DIRE~'TLY FROM HIGH SCHOOL FALL 1987 
BY MAJOR INTEREST AS lNDI<.;ATED ON APPLICATION FOR ADMISSION 
Liberal 





SCHOOL OF BUSINESS 
I I l:.conanics 5 5 
Business Teaching 4 I 4 Business (Undeclared) 57 57 
Management 167 167 
Accounting 365 365 
Marketing 69 69 
Office IntormaUon 
Systems 2 2 
Total 4 665 669 
COLLEGE OF EDUCATIO I 
I:;arly Child: Pre- I 
School Hand 7 
I 
7 
Early Childhood 12 12 
Elementary Ed 164 164 
Special Ed 11 I 11 
Middle School 5 I 5 
Reading & Lang Arts 2 2 
Physical Ed 23 23 
Health Ed 1 1 
Therapeu Uc Rec 1 l 
Total 225 -1 226 
COLLEGE OF HUMANITIES 
& FINE ARTS 
Canmunica Uon/ 
Theatre Ar ts 1 12 13 
Theatre 10 10 
Radio/TV 41 41 
Public Rela Uons 35 35 
Language Pa tbology 7 2 9 
Music 22 16 38 
Theory-Composition I 2 2 
Performance I 11 I 11 Music Theatre 3 3 
Art 8 21 I 29 
Art (BFA) 7 7 
English 20 15 35 
TESOL/Spanish l 1 
French 1 2 3 
German 2 2 
Spanish 4 3 7 
Total 66 180 246 
-55-
Liberal 
Teach Arts Total 
OOLLEGE OF SOCIAL 
& BEHAVIORAL SCIENCE 
Home Econ & Business 25 I 25 
Psychology 9 64 I 73 Social Work 24 24 
Social Science 4 4 
Political Science 1 12 13 
Public Adminis tra t101~ 4 4 
History 16 4 20 
Sociology 1 3 4 
Criminology 10 10 
Anthropology 1 l 
Total 31 m ua 
CX>LLEGE OF 
NATURAL SCIENCE 
Indus trial Arts 3 I 3 
!ndus trial Tech 17 I 17 
Mathematics 28 20 I 48 Computer Science 42 42 
<.;omputer Into Sys t 9 I 9 
Science 5 5 
Science: Med Tech 4 4 
Science: Phy Therapy 17 17 
Science: Environ 1 1 
Jr High School Sci 3 3 
All Sciences 1 1 
Biology 6 15 21 
ll io technology 1 1 
Natural Hist Interp 2 2 
Chem is try 3 7 10 
Physics 2 4 6 
Total 47 143 190 
MISCELLANEOUS 
Individual, General 
I I & Liberal Studies 6 6 Pre-Protessional 61 61 
Joint Program Majors 26 26 
Undecided 200* 
Total 93 293 
I 
I 
GRAND TOTAL *200 373 1229 1802 
University of Northern Iowa 
Office ot Admissions 
September 1987 
PRE-PROFESSIONAL PIDSPECTIVE MAJOR AREAS AS INDICATED 
ON APPLICATION FOR ADMISSION BY NEW ENROLLED STUDENTS 
ENTERING DIRECTLY FROM HIGH SCHOOL FALL 1987 
Maior Areas Number 
Dent is try 0 
Lngineering 11 
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NEW TRANSFER DEGREE STUL>ENTS ENTERING UNI FALL 1987 
******************************************************************* 
Total two- and tour-year college trans ters 
451 62.9% Iowa two-year colleges 
160 22.3% Iowa tour-year colleges 
104 14.8% Ou t-ot-s ta te two- and tour-year colleges 
2 0.1% Hospital programs 
******************************************************************* 
Total Iowa two-year college transfers (public and private) 
302 67.0% Public with 30 or more transfers 
North Iowa Area Community College ( 95), 
Ellsworth Community College (50), 
Kirkwood Community College ( 49), 
Marshalltown Community College (37), Des 
Moines Area Community College (36), 
Iowa Central Community College - Fort 
Dodge (35) 
117 25.9% Public with fewer than 30 transfer& 
32 7.1% Private 
Waldo rt (32) 
******************************************************************* 
Total Iowa tour-year colleges (public and private) 
63 39.4% Iowa State University (32)' University ot 
Iowa (31) 
50 31.3% Private with 6 or more traosters 
Wartburg ( 16), Buena Vista (10), 
(10), Grandview (8), Cornell ( 6). 
47 29. 4% Private with fewer than 6 transters 
******************************************************************* 





Out-ot-state tour-year colleges 
Out-ot-s ta te two-year colleges 
Loras 
* These statistics do not include unclassitieo students or students entering 
directly trom high school who have attended college be tore registering at UNI. 
-59-
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Fall Fall Fall Fall Fall Fall 
1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 
5 0 6 5 5 6 
l 2 l l l 3 
69 83 75 61 47 75 
18 12 11 6 4 8 
5 3 2 5 8 3 
l 0 2 1 2 0 
51 26 43 36 32 36 
10 3 8 7 3 1 
15 10 23 6 6 8 
25 30 34 34 35 16 
60 53 36 47 49 32 
25 56 39 39 65 45 
13 11 11 6 9 12 
10 15 10 9 17 6 
0 2 3 0 3 7 
40 39 29 26 43 47 
NEW TWO-YEAR COLLEGE TRANSFERS 
UNIVERSITY OF NOl<I'HERN IOWA 
Fall Fall Fall Fall Fall 
1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 
3 l 2 4 4 
0 2 0 l 0 
57 76 80 80 124 
8 8 19 21 11 
2 0 3 6 5 
0 0 2 0 0 
57 37 70 41 34 
0 0 2 0 0 
22 12 9 8 2 
36 37 30 27 29 
47 42 44 42 51 
28 38 41 30 43 
8 6 9 5 10 
4 9 4 12 11 
4 7 8 7 11 
44 33 61 84 75 
-60-
Fall PUbLIC AREA SCHOOLS 
1987 
Area I 
5 ~owa Area Voch Tech 
School, Calmar 
l NE lowa Area Voe Tech 
School, Dubuque 
Area 11 
95 North Iowa Area Comm 
Coll, Mason City 
Area Ill 
11 Iowa Lakes Comm Coll 
Estherville 
7 Iowa Lakes Comm Coll 
F.mme ts burg 
Area IV 
l NW Iowa Voe School 
Sheldon 
Area V 
35 Iowa Central Comm Coll 
Fort Dodge 
l lows Central Comm Coll 
Eagle Grove 
5 lows Central Comm Coll 
Webster City 
Area VI 
37 Marshalltown Comm Coll 
Marshalltown 
50 Ellsworth Comm Coll 
Iowa Falls 
Area Vll 
25 Hawkeye Institute ot 
Technology, Waterloo 
Area lX 
10 Eastern Iowa Comm Coll 
Clinton 
4 Eastern lows Comm Coll 
Musca tine 
13 Scott Comm Coll 
Hettendort 
Area X 
49 Kirkwood Comm Coll 
Cedar Rapids 
Fall Fall Fall Fall Fall Fall Fall Fall Fall Fall Fall Fall PUBLIC ARl'.:A SCHOOLS 
1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 
Area XI 
30 43 40 33 39 35 28 31 34 38 2.7 36 Des Moines Area Comm ·, 
College, Ankeny 
9 16 6 11 17 10 9 10 5 10 8 6 Des Moines Area Comm 
College, Boone 
Area XII 
0 0 l l l u 2 0 2 l l l Wes tern Iowa Tech 
Sioux City 
Area XIII 
5 6 10 9 12 11 5 9 7 8 0 Iowa Western Comm 
Coll, Council Blutts 
4 8 3 2 5 2 2 3 3 l 0 2 Iowa Western Comm 
Coll, Clarinoa 
Area XIV 
20 8 8 l l 5 3 6 5 7 6 4 Southwestern Comm 
Coll, Creston 
Area·xv 
l 3 4 0 l 3 l b 4 2 0 l Indian Hills Comm 
Coll, Centerville 
2 0 l 0 6 11 6 16 16 14 23 16 Indian Hills Comm 
Coll, 0 ttumwa 
Area XVI 
9 12 6 6 8 12 13 2 13 1 2 l Southeastern Comm 
Coll, West Hurling ton 




10 14 6 6 2 l *Ottumwa Heights Coll 
Ottumwa 
3 2 u 3 l **Palmer Junior Coll 
Davenport 
28 13 26 17 19 16 11 20 24 33 24 32 Waldorf Coll 
Forest City 
0 2 l 0 0 1 l 0 0 2 ***Sioux Empire 
Hawarden 
*Merged with Indian Hills Community College, Ottumwa 
**Merged with Scott Commun! ty College 
***Discontinued colleges 
These s ta tis tics do not include unclassified students or students entering airectly fron, 
high school who have attended college before registering at UNI. 
University ot Northern Iowa 
Uttice of Admissions 
-61- October 1987 
1969 1970 
: - - --
NUMBER OF NEW PART-TIME TRANSFER STUDENTS AS PERCENT OF TOTAL 
NEW TRANSFER STUDENTS ENTERING UNI FALL TERM 
1971 197 2 1973 1974 1975 1976 19 77 - - -- - - -- -- -- -- 1978 1979 1980 -- -- - -
i Part-time 38 44 53 53 111 98 127 127 18 7 155 183 152 
Total 795 661 838 782 780 
Percent 4.8 6.7 6 .3 6.8 14.2 
1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 - - -- - - -- --
Part-t i me 166 93 98 107 98* 
Total 832 828 751 851 811 
Percent 20.0 11. 2 13.0 12.6 12.0 
* Includes students enrolled in required non-credit 
developmental courses in English and/or mathematics 
who have a contact load equal to that of full-time 
students. 1985 - 7 students, 1986 - 15 students, 
1987 - 8 students. 
785 822 
12.5 15.5 






13 . 5 20 . 5 
984 911 861 
15.8 20.1 17. 7 
University of Northern Iowa 




NEW GRADUATE STUDENTS FALL 1986 AND 1987 BY MAJOR AREA 
MAJOR CODE 1986 Men Worn lot 1987 Men Worn Tot 
Non-degree Status 090 29 56 85 26 55 81 
Business Education 145 1 1 
Business Administration 15 7 12 9 21 14 10 24 
Education (Ed D) 20X 1 1 1 1 2 
Education ( Corr & Ins tr) 201 1 1 
Education (Administration) 202 1 1 2 2 
Education (Special Education) 205 1 1 
Early Childhood 210 2 2 
Elementary Education 212 3 3 2 2 
l:::duca tion of the Gifted 215 1 1 
Reading & Language Arts 217 2 17 19 
Middle School/Jr High 220 1 1 
Reading Education 230 6 6 
Special Education 240 1 5 6 1 11 12 
Adm & Superv - Superintendent 261 1 1 2 2 
Elementary Principal 262 3 4 7 1 2 3 
Secondary Principal 263 2 2 3 3 
Elementary Supervision 264 
Adm & Superv - Sehl Bus Mngmt 266 1 1 
Comm & Training Technology 27A 1 1 3 3 6 
Educational Media 275 1 2 3 
Counseling 280 5 5 
College Student Personnel Svcs 283 2 3 5 1 2 3 
School Counseling 285 1 1 4 4 
School Psychology 293 2 2 3 3 
Educ Psychology - Teaching 297 1 1 
Home Economics: Education 31A 2 2 2 2 
Home Ee: Family Services 318 2 2 
Doctor of Indust. Technology 332 2 2 
Technology (used to be 337) 349 2 2 4 4 
Library Science 350 2 2 4 4 
Psycho 1 ogy 400 4 1 5 1 6 7 
Health Education 411 2 2 3 3 6 
Phys Ed: Cardiac Rehab 42C 1 1 
Phys Ed: Teaching/Coaching 42T 2 2 
Physical Education 420 8 2 10 
Comm & Theatre Arts (Speech) 500 1 3 4 3 4 7 
Speech Language Pathology 510 3 3 7 7 
Audiology 515 1 1 
Music Education 521 4 4 
Theory - Composition 522 1 1 2 I 
Performance 524 1 1 3 2 5 
Conducting 527 1 1 1 1 I 
Art 600 1 1 2 1 1 
English Language & Literature 619 1 1 I 
English 620 5 5 4 2 6 
TESOL 629 2 6 8 3 3 
-65-
NEW GRADUATE STUDENTS FALL 1986 AND 1987 BY MAJOR AREA 
MAJOR CODE 1986 Men Worn Tot 1987 Men Worn Tot 
English Linguistics 630 1 1 
TESOL/French 692 1 1 
TESOL/Spanish 698 1 1 
Major in Two Languages 700 1 1 
French 720 2 2 1 1 
German 740 2 2 
Spanish 780 1 2 3 1 1 
Mathematics 800 1 1 2 1 3 
Computer Sci Education 812 1 1 1 1 
Science Education 821 1 1 1 1 
Science Ed for Elem Schools 826 1 1 
Biology 845 3 3 6 3 3 
Chemistry 865 1 1 3 3 
Earth Science 870 1 1 1 1 
Physics 880 1 1 2 1 1 
Social Science 900 1 1 1 1 
Political Science 940 2 1 3 
Hi story 960 1 1 1 1 2 
Geography 970 3 3 1 1 
Sociology 980 1 1 1 1 
l 01 ALS 83 155 238 100 163 263 
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NEW GRADUATE STUDENTS FALL 1986 AND 1987 
BY BACHELORS DEGKEE COLLEGE 
COLLEGE 
Iowa State University 
University of Northern Iowa 
University of Iowa 







Iowa Wesleyan College 
Loras College 
Luther College 
Mary Crest College 
Morningside College 
Mount Mercy College 
Simpson College 
University of Dubuque 




William Penn College 
Imta Tota 1 s 




















WOM TOT ME~ 
8 16 4 
58 82 40 
8 11 5 
5 6 
1 3 3 
1 1 
1 




6 6 4 
1 2 1 
2 2 
2 3 1 
1 2 
3 6 1 


























NEW GRADUATE STUDENTS FALL 1987 
BY BACHELORS DEGREE COLLEGE 
M 
Ouachita Baptist Univ 1 
Arkansas Totals 1 
Un1v of Cal1fornia-Irv1ne 
Univ of California-Davis 1 
Cal State Univ: Stanislaus 
Calif Coll of Arts & Crafts 
California Totals 1 
Metropolitan state College 
Adams State College 
Colorado Totals 
Western Ill1no1s Un1v 
Southern Ill Univ-Carbon 1 
Northern Illinois Univ 1 
Northwestern Univ 
Augustana College 
Judson College 1 
Olivet Nazarene Coll 
Illinois Totals 3 
Purdue univ 
Indiana Univ-Bloomington 
Univ of Evansville 1 
Indiana Totals 1 
Emporia State Un1v 1 
Univ of Kansas 
Kansas State Univ 2 
McPherson Coll 
Kansas Totals 3 
Murray State Univ 
Kentucky Totals 
Southern Univ-New Orleans 1 
Louisiana Totals 1 
Western Michigan Univ 
Michigan Totals 
Moorhead State Univ 
St. Olaf Coll 
St. John's Univ 1 
Minnesota Totals 1 
NW Missouri State Univ 1 
NE Missouri State Univ 1 
Missouri Totals 2 
Univ of North Dakota 1 
North Dakota Totals 1 
Wayne State Coll 
Univ of Nebraska-Lincoln 
Peru State Co 11 




















































NEW GRADUATE STUDENTS FALL 1987 
BY BACHELORS DEGREE COLLEGE 
Univ of New Mexico 
New Mexico Totals 
Suny: Coll at Buttalo 
New York Totals 
8owling Green Univ 
Ohio Totals 
S}, Oklahoma State Univ 
Oklahoma Totals 
Brown Univ 
Rhode Island Totals 
soutt1 Dakota state Univ 
South Dakota Totals 
Western Washington Univ 
Washington Totals 
Univ ot Wisconsin-Madison 
Univ of Wisconsin-Stout 
Univ of Wisconsin-Stevens 
Univ of Wisc-Platteville 
Wisconsin Totals 




















































ENROLLED GRADUATE STUDENTS 
Distribution by Iowa Counties 
D1Ct:.IN$ON LMMtT IC.OSSVTH WINNCl>A~O WOii.TH 
I 
CLAY PA.LO .ALTO HANCOCO:. CtlllO GOR.C>O 
I 5 
&UtNA Vl,T'A POC.AHONTA.5 HUM&OLCT W2.IGHT FR.A.Hie.LIN 
I 
wcastt1. 
SAC CALHOUN HAMI L1'0M HAROIN 
I 5 
MITC11tLL HOWA.20 W1NNC$HIC.~ 
ALLAM,U.t[ 
5 5 I 
,1..ovo CHtC~ASAW 
4 
3 'A.YtTTt CLAYTON 
I 
IUTLLR. lltCMLL I 2 
3 14 
ILAC~ HAW(. atJCMANAH DLL.0.WAII.C. 
C.RUNDY 
1 
93 6 4 
6 
TAMA HHTON LINN .JONL.S 
CUWF'OR.D CARROLL f-GRCCNC IOONt STOltY MAIi.SHALL 
6 5 12 
I 3 
GLDAII. 
$Ht.LOY' AUDU&ON 6UTH1t.lC. DALI.AS POLK. .IASPtll. POWESHJCJC,. IOWA JOHNSON 
I 







l 1 MU.SGATINI: b \omwm-• CASS MAII ION MAHA.SO.A O.lOl<UO. WASHINGTON ' I Al>AIR. MADISON WAR&IN r-I-
2 I I LOUISA 
j~ 
I MILL$ MONTC.OMtev ADAMS UNION CLAeu: LUGA$ MONltOC WA,.tLLO .icrru.soN HtNLY I 
DU MOINU 
I I 
FREMONT PAC.I: TAVLOI?.. RINGGOLD OLCATU~ WAVNC. ,._PPAN00St DAVIS VAN IVlttN 
Ll:C 
I I 
Of fice of the Registrar '3 
October 1987 
NEW GRADUATE STUDENTS 










NM NEW MEXICO 
NY NEW YORK 
WI WISCONSIN 
Totals 
CH PEOPLES REP of CHINA 
cs COSTA RICA 
EC ECUADOR 






SF SOUTH AFRICA 
TW REP of CHINA (TAHJAN) 
Totals 
TOTALS 
Office of the Registrar 





























































Summer l 9b5 




H S 1733 
Tran 34 7 
2080 
seun11 191,1, 






















H S l 9U7•b2l 



















H S 184 
Tran 165 
349 
t'all l 9b6 








































H S 252 
Tran 27 l 
525 
Year Total Year Total 
H S 2 J 3 4 • 6 5% H S 2 lb 8 • 6 5% 
Tran 1255 • 351 Tran 1260 • 351 
)589 3628 
Nt:11 UNlJt;l« . IWJUAH S1'UDt:NTS liY Ufa-1 ANIJ Yt;Ak 
tear Year Year Year Year Year 
1967-1968 1%8-1969 1969-1970 1970-1971 1971-1972 1972-1973 
Summer 19&7 Summer 19&8 Summer 1969 Sumaier 1970 Summer 1971 Summer 1972 
II S lb5 h s 142 H S 156 H S 153 H S 131 II S 93 
Tran 173 Tran 194 Tran 217 Tran 163 Tran 171 Tran 133 
338 336 373 316 302 22b 
t'all 1967 Fall 1968 Fall 1969 Fall 1970 Fall 1971 t'all 197 2 
H S 1963 H S 2074 H S 2081 II S 1918 H S 16 Jlj II S 1471 
Tran 719 Tran 724 1·ran 805 Tran 673 Tran 844 Tran 782 
2682 2798 2886 2591 2482 2253 
ser1n11 1968 ser1n11 19&9 ser1n11 1970 ser1011 11171 ser1011 1972 ~er1n11 1973 
H S 73 H S 1,7 H S 105 II S 97 II l, 117 h s 104 
Tran 186 Tran lbl Tran 160 l'ran 20b Tran 233 Tran 206 
259 228 m 303 350 310 
Year Total Year l 'otal Year Total Year Total Year Total Year Total 
H S 2201-67% H S 2283-68% H S 2342-66% H S 2168-081 H S llS86•bU• h s lbbB•ou, 
Tran 1078•33% Tran 1079-321 Tran 1182•34% Tran 1042•32% Tran l248•4u:.. Tran ll21•40, 
3279 3362 3524 3210 3134 27bll 
Year Year Year Year Year Year 
1975-1976 1976-1977 1977-1978 1978-1979 1979-1980 1980-1981 
Summer 1975 su-r 1976 Summer 1977 summer 1978 su .... r 1979 su-r 1980 
H S 75 H S 79 H S 67 H S 57 H S 70 H S 80 
Tran 142 Tran lbl Tran 151 1·ran 147 Tran 155 Tran 177 
217 240 218 204 225 257 
Fall 1975 Fell 1976 Fall 1977 Fall 1978 Fell 11179 Fall 1980 
II S 18b6 H S 1929 H S 2IS6 H S 1943 h s 197b H S 2154 
Tran 829 Tran 944 Tran 913 Tran 984 Treo 9ll Tran 861 
2695 2873 3069 2927 2887 3015 
ser1n11 1976 ser1011 1977 ser1n11 1978 ser1n1, 1979 ser1n11 11180 ser1n11 1980 
II S 203 II S 178 II S 1"7 II S 193 HS 244 H S 237 
Tran 283 Tran 315 Tran 272 Tran 291 Tran 290 Tran 315 
486 493 4I9 """iii4 534 552 
Year Total Year Total Year Total Year 'fotel Year Total Year l 'otal 
H ~ 2144-031 H S 2186•611 H S 2370-041 II S 2193•614 II S 2290•b)l. It S 247lao5, 
Tran 1254•372. Tran 1420-391 Tran 1336-361 Tran 1422•391 Tran 135b•J7,. 1ran l 35l•J5~ 
TI9ii ~ T70b Jbl5 Tu4b Jb14 
Year Year Year Year Yur 
1983-1984 1984-1985 1985-1986 1986-1987 1987-19118 
Su11mer 1983 Su11Mr 1984 su-r 1985 Su,amer 1986 Summer l!lo7 
Unc:l 195 Uncl 18) Uocl 210 Unc:l 184 Unc. 12~ 
II S 67 H S 60 II S 511 H S b4 II S 5~ 
Tran 86 Tran 71 Tran 71 Tran 83 Tran &o 
348(9,71) 31b(8, 71) 339\9.1%) 331(9.21) 2bl 
Fall 1983 Fell 1984 Fall 1985 Fall 1986 Fall 1987 
Uncl 114 Uocl ISO Uncl 145 Uncl 65 Uncl 51 
H S 1815 H S 17 75 H S 1992 II S 1954 H S lb02 
Tran 751 Tran 851 Tran 811 1'ran 829 Tran 717 
2740(76.61) 2776( 76. 31) 2948(79.2%) 2848(79.61) 2570 
sertns 1984 ser1n11 1985 ser1011 1986 ser1n11 1987 
Unc:l 105 Uncl 123 Uocl 66 Uncl 45 
II S 157 H S 163 II S 132 H S 105 
Tran 228 Tran 260 Tran 235 Tran 250 
490(13. 71) 546(15.0X) 4D(ll.61) 400(11.2%) 
Year Total Year Total Year Total Year Total 
Uncl 474•13,21 Uncl 458•12.61 Uncl 421•11. )1 Uncl 294• 8.21 
II S 2039•5 7 ,0X II S l 99S-54. 9% II S 2182•58. 7X II S 2123•59.31 
Tran 1065•29,81 Tran ll82•32. 5% Tran 1117•)0 . 01 Tran 1162•32. 5% 
3578 3638 3720 3579 
University ol rwrthern lowa 
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Academic Year represented by year of fall term University of Northern Iowa 






PERCENT OF ENTERING NEW FRESHMEN NOT ~ffiETING 
ENGLISH/MATHEMATICS HIGH SCHOOL COURSE REQUIREMENTS 
Fall 1980 
High school records were reviewed for a random sample of new enrolled Freshmen who graduated from high school Spring 
1980 and entered UNI Fall 1980. Results of the study indicated that 115 of the 206 students in the sample or 56% of 
the students would have been required to take developmental English and/or mathematics had current English/mathematics 
high school requirements been in place. 
Fall 1984 Fall 1985 
Number of Freshmen: 1584 1811 
(Current Year High 
School Graduates) 
Subject Number Percent Number Percent 
English 139 8.8% 96 5.3% 
Mathematics 220 13.9% 188 10.4% 
English and Mathematics 63 4.0% 55 3.0% 
Total 422 26.6% 339 18. 7% 
Fall 1986 Fall 1987 
1732 1611 





5.7% 49 3.0% 
6.6% 127 7.9% 
1.9% 19 1.2% --14.2% 195 12.1% 
University of Northern Iowa 
















126 - 4.5% 
44 - 19.0% 
17 0 - 5.6% 
1975-76 
264 - 9.8% 
166 - 34.2% 
430 - 13.5% 
1982-83 
311 - 11.1% 
244 - 46.5% 
555 - 16.7% 
Number of New Undergraduate Part-Time Students as Percent of Total New 
Undergraduate Enrollment for Fall and Spring Semesters 
1969-70 
125 - 4.3% 
75 - 27.9% 
200 - 6.4% 
1976-77 
276 - 9.6% 
177 - 35. 9% 
453 - 13.5% 
1983-84 
356 - 13.0% 
212 - 43.3% 
568 - 17.6% 
1970-71 
139 - 5.4% 
48 - 15. 8% 
187 - 6.5% 
1977-78 
330 - 10.8% 
164 - 39.1% 
494 - 14.2% 
1984-85 
486*- 17 .5% 
241*- 44 .1% 
727*- 21. 9% 
1971-72 
139 - 5. 6% 
68 - 19.5% 
207 - 7.3% 
1978-79 
297 - 10.1% 
208 - 43.0% 




620*- 18. 3% 
1972-73 
147 - 6.5% 
75 - 24.2% 
222 - 8. 7% 
1979-80 
341 - 11. 8% 
245 - 45.9% 






273 - 11.2% 
123 - 28.7% 
396 - 13.8% 
1980-81 
317 - 10. 5% 
250 - 45.2% 
567 - 16.0% 
1987-88 
250 - 9.7% 
1974-75 
222 - 8.8% 
168 - 33.9% 
390 - 12.9% 
1981-82 
327 - 11.6% 
196 - 39.5% 
523 - 15.7% 
*Includes students enrolled in required non-credit developmental courses in English and/or Mathematics who have 
a contact load equal to that of full-time students. Fall 1984 = 153 students, Fall 1985 = 134 students, Fall 
1986 = 63 students, Fall 1987 = 58 students. 
University of Northern Iowa 
Office of Admissions 
October 1987 
SCHOLARSHIP SUMMARY OATA 
FALL SEMESTERS 
.fill 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 
UNDERGRADUATES 
Average Load 
All SWdents 14.60 14.00 14.07 13.89 13.73 13.60 13.38 13.21 13.17 13.19 13.01 12.86 12.86 12.95 
rreshmen 14.80 13,83 13.93 13,82 13,77 13,56 13.46 13,28 13.17 13.16 12.87 12.76 12.93 13.11 
Sophomores 14.80 14.38 14.70 14.34 14.08 14.05 13.81 13.63 13.77 13.69 13.38 13.27 13.19 13.33 
Juniors 14.50 14.60 14.65 14.41 14.28 14.01 13.78 13.56 13.68 13.72 13.63 13.36 13.35 13.25 
Seniors 13.90 13.87 13.96 13.76 13.64 13.69 13.60 13.43 13.28 13.36 13.28 13.12 13.00 12.93 
Unclassified 4.90 5.21 6.29 5.53 4.95 5.45 5,68 5.32 5.66 5.70 5,76 5.31 5.51 4.98 
Me.di an Grade Index 
All SWdents I 2.35 2.86 2.79 2,77 2, 75 2. 75 2.73 2.79 2.75 2. 77 2. 75 2.73 2.73 2. 7 3 
Average Grade Index 
All Swdents 2.34 2. 76 2.69 2.73 2.70 2,70 2.68 2.72 2.70 2.71 2. 71 2.69 2.69 2.69 
!len 2.21 2.61 2.53 2.59 2.57 2.54 2.53 2.59 2.55 2.56 2.57 2.58 2.58 2.58 
Homen 2.44 2.90 2.112 2.84 2,80 2.83 2.79 2.82 2.82 2.n2 2.82 2.78 2.78 2.78 
Freshmen 2.17 2.47 2.39 2.52 2.46 2.41 2.40 2.46 2.43 2.46 2.44 2.41 2.44 2.48 
Sophomores 2.33 2. 75 2. 75 2.75 2.73 2.74 2.70 2.78 2.75 2. 72 2.71 2.66 2.68 2.67 
Juniors 2.43 2.97 2.88 2.87 2.86 2.83 2.82 2.82 2.81 2.78 2.79 2.78 2.75 2.74 
Seniors 2.69 3.13 3.09 3.03 3.06 3.02 2.98 3.00 2.98 2.99 2.97 2.96 2.96 2.95 
Unclassified 2.50 2.57 2.06 2.32 2.22 2.20 2.53 2.28 2.50 .2.58 2.64 2 .67 2.64 2.82 
GRADUATES 
Average Load 6.60 6.36 6.25 5.89 5.65 4.87 5.56 5.10 5.03 5.34 5.6j ~:U tl1 Mt Median Grade Index 3.00 3.67 3.63 3.60 3.67 3.67 3.50 3.64 3.50 3.67 3.6 
Avera9e Grade I 3.16 3.48 3.46 3,48 3.47 3.50 3,42 3.46 3.43 3.47 3.52 3.51 3.52 3.54 In ex 




1977 1978 .!ill 1980 1981 19A2 .!ill 1984 1985 1986 1987 
Average Load 
All Students 14.10 13.92 13. 78 13.57 13.37 13.24 13.17 13 .13 12.93 12.78 12.85 13.05 
Freshmen 15.40 13.94 13.89 13.68 13.66 13.53 13.28 13.20 13.09 13.11 13.07 13.26 Sophomores 15.10 14.18 14.10 13.99 13.65 13.62 13.69 13.69 13.21 12.89 13.10 13 .41 Juniors 15.10 14.43 14.29 14.01 13.80 13. 71 13.87 13.67 13. 61 13.44 13.35 13.47 Seniors 13.90 13.69 13.51 13.58 13.47 13.16 13.21 13.20 13.02 12.86 12.84 12.91 Unc 1 assi fi ed 5.58 5.10 5.51 5.96 5.35 4.93 5.14 5.15 4.86 Med-i an Grade Index 
All SWdents 2.44 2.88 2.80 2.81 2.61 2.86 2.83 2.82 2.84 2.82 2.82 2.84 
Average Grade Index 
All SWdents 2.43 2.79 2.74 2.74 2.75 2.79 2.78 2.76 2.77 2.75 2. 76 2.79 
Men 2.32 2.63 2~58 2.58 2.61 2.65 2.63 2.63 2.64 2.63 2.65 2.66 Women 2.52 2.92 2.87 2.87 2.86 2.90 2.90 2.86 2.87 2.86 2.85 2.89 
Freshmen 2.27 2.64 2.53 2.54 2.53 2.59 2.59 2.59 2.57 2.58 2.58 2.65 Sophomores 2.38 2.76 2.68 2.70 2.71 2.78 2. 75 2.68 2.76 2.69 2.69 2.72 Juniors 2.46 2.85 2.89 2.81 2.88 2.85 2.86 2.81 2.81 2.80 2.80 2.81 Seniors 2.71 3.00 3.02 3.01 2.97 3.01 2.99 2.99 2.97 2.94 2.97 2.96 Unclassified 2.07 2.35 2.50 2.58 2 .53 2.57 2.76 2.74 2.79 GRADUATES 
Average Load 5.80 5.93 5.82 5.36 5.96 5.41 5.22 5.54 5.80 6.09 5.99 5.91 Median Grade Index 3.25 3.67 3.67 3,67 3,60 3.67 3.67 3.67 3.67 3.67 3.67 3.67 Average Grade Index 3.27 3.51 3.47 3.51 3.48 3.50 3.50 3.50 3.53 3.53 3.61 3.61 
Registrar Office 
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COLLEGE LEVEL EXAMINATION PROGRAM 
UNIVERSITY OF NORTHERN IOWA 
FREQUENCY AND PERCENT SCORING BY INTERVALS FOR UNI STUDENTS 
Tested From January 1987 to October 1987 
Scale ENGLISH MATH 
Scores N % N % - - -
700 & above 0 0 26 6.1 
675 - 699 0 0 30 7.1 
650 - 674 2 2.7 32 7.6 
625 - 649 4 5.3 58 13. 7 
600 - 624 2 2.7 57 13.4 
575 - 599 10 13 .3 64 15.1 
550 - 574 11 14.7 46 10.8 
525 - 549 10 13.3 41 9.7 
500 - 524 10 13.3 33 7.8 
499 & below 26 34.7 37 8.7 
TOTAL 75 100% 424 100% 
MEAN 528.5 593.0 
S.D. 62.5 71.1 
HUMANITIES SOC.SCIENCE-HISTORY NATURAL SCIENCE 
Scale 
Scores 
70 & above 
65 - 69 
60 - 64 
55 - 59 
50 - 54 
45 - 49 
40 - 44 
35 - 39 

































































































MEAN SCALED SCORES 
STANDARD DEVIATION 
NUMBER OF TESTS 
ADMINISTERED 
SCORE REQUIRED TO 
EARN CREDIT 
PERCENT SCORING 
HIGH ENOUGH TO 
EARN CREDIT 
COLLEGE LEVEL EXAMINATION PROGRAM 
MEAN SCALED SCORES, STANDARD DEVIATION, NUMBER OF TESTS ADMINISTERED, 
SCORE REQUIRED TO EARN CREDIT, PERCENT SCORING HIGH ENOUGH TO EARN CREDIT 
TESTED FROM JANUARY 1987 TO OCTOBER OF 1987 
ENGLISH HUMANITIES MATHEMATICS SOCIAL SCIENCE/HISTORY NATURAL SCIENCE 
(None) FINE ARTS LITERATURE (None) 
528 .5 50.7 49.7 588.7 
62.5 6.2 5.7 66.1 
75 31 31 424 
555 53 49 495 
39% 42% 52% 91% 























PERSISTENCE OF STUDENTS NEW FROM HIGH SCHOOL WHO ENROLLED AT THE UNIVERSITY OF NORTHERN IOWh 
F},." '• P . N f°.;JO.S. '!I 
f'A •.;F. 1; ~ ... - a 1 . 
, ;), . E-.· ... l " ~d- : 182 
, O\~ 9:'.,"< ·::1 :-0,;_~ , t,;, ... i:- 3 
'' 4 
':',~ . ... , ... (8• 
,, . b(;:~ 
l , ~46 ·t.:' ;. .-rol~<>r .. r. 198~ 
E?,.IER: t-:( ?qES)i~ ~J 
J:"h l !_. $~1-:s·T~ i. 9 · 3 
EN'f,;J>ING fRESn llf:\ 
FALL SEll[STER 19>4 ------------------- ------
* l , 3 :G ::;.:-c;,: l e8 Fa : l l l'33 * l,>195 Enrol l e d Fall 138 4 
-- -- --------------------
: , '=9. ~r,,, ?,=all.?: s;. !:iP.4 1 , i;a3 {gn, 1 En ro l:ect Sp. l?AS 
------------- ------ --- ------
;, -., ~:; !::i-o:i.e-= : . 1·-.4 :, .3s: 1-;i,., En ro lled F. 1?85 
---- ------------------------
1,3~2 (6'71!!) Enro:leC 3p . :?as l ,274 !68\) Enrollee Sp. 1936 ---- _______ ,.._ --------------- ----------------------------
1, l 89 161\) Enrolled F . 198: 1, 169 (62\) Enrolled F. 1986 
l, C~ ~ •5;~ ::.rol'.e~ 3p . l3o5 I 1,135 (58\) Enrolled Sp . 1986 I 1,225 (65\) Enrolled Sp. 1987 
1, 0-:.0 ,5-, j £rrol:ed :·. 1985 1, 059 154\ ) Enrolled F. 1986 
1, 048 , 54 \J 1:nro llee Sp. 1986 I 991 (SI \ ) Enrolled Sp. 1987 
512 127\ ) Enrol l ed F. 1988 I 528 (27\) Enrolled F. 1987 
333 C 17\J Enrolled Sp. 1987 
------------------ ... ---...... --
108 ( 6\ ! Enrolled F. 1987 
* Includes Unclassified Students 
Off1c~ of lnst1tut1onal Research 
Gerald D. B1sbey 
GOB: le 
January 1988 
1,061 (56\) Enrolled F. 1987 
Dr.EJHNG ~~HMD. 
FA:_.,., SE!:I::SEJ~ } 9>'5 
*! , J~: Cnro!led Fal l 1, 135 
EN"'ERING fRJ':SHMDI 
fl, LL SE/if.STER l 9R6 
*l,9,4 Enrolled Fall 1986 
1 ,8 , - (0 ") ~nro'.led Sp . '.9861 1, 65 4 185\) Enrolled Sp. 87 
l, 548 :78\ ) En r::> lled 'i' . 1986 1,487 (76\) Enrolled F. 87 
1 ,399 (70\) Enrolled Sp. 1987 
----------------------------
1,288 (65\) Enrolled F. 1987 
ENTERING fRESHMl)I 
FALL SDU:STER 1987 
*1,806 Enrolled Fall 1987 


CORRELATIONS BETWEEN AMERICAN COLLEGE TEST (ACT) SCORES, HIGH SCHOOL 
GRADES, SIZE OF HIGH SCHOOL CLASS, RANK IN HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATING CLASS 
AND COLLEGE CUMULATIVE GRADE-POINT AVERAGE FOR UNI FRESHMEN COMPLETING 
THE 1986-87 YEAR 
UNI ls t Year Grades In: 
*English * *History & * Cumulative 
Writing & Mathematics Political Natural Grade-Point 
Literature Science Science Average 
** ACT .277 .355 .456 .350 .440 
*** High School Grades .196 .365 .407 .346 .464 
High School Size -.025 -.051 -.050 -.130 -.052 
High School Rank .380 .482 .466 .451 .532 
---------------------- ---------- ----------- ---------- ------- -----------
Number of Students 574 684 1572 798 1876 
* Courses used for these groupings are all general education courses. 
** English ACT is correlated with English Writing & Literature college grade, 
Mathematics ACT with Mathematics college grade, etc. Composite ACT is used 
for college cumulative GPA. 
*** Self reported grades in high school English, Mathematics, Social Science, 
and Natural Science by students taking the ACT tests. 
CORRELATION 
VALUES SCALE: +1.000 = Perfect positive relationship, i.e. as the score 
rises for all students in the study; all of their 
grade-point averages rise at the same relative rate. 
-1.000 = Perfect negative relationship, i.e. as the ACT 
score rises for all students in the study; all 
of their grades fall in opposition to the ACT 
score at the same rate. (Highest ACT score has 
lowest GPA, lowest ACT score has highest grades.) 
.000 = No relationship either positive or negative, i.e. 
as ACT score go up the grade-point average 
neither go up or down. 
A correlation coefficient of +.450 or higher is usually accepted as a 
significantly positive correlation between or among measures. 




COMPARISON OF UNDEK;RADUATE ADMISSION DENIALS* FOR FALL TER1S 1966 - 1987 
1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 
Gross 
Applications 3505 3814 3992 4034 3771 3569 3107 3123 3383 3563 3939 4417 4378 4310 4648 
New Student 
Enrollment 2444 2682 27 98 2886 2591 2482 2253 2442 2532 2695 2873 3069 2927 2887 3015 
Stu dents Sent 
Official Denial 481 432 403 404 125 227 85 22 43 87 117 16 0 161 138 190 
Denials as 
Percent of 
Gross 13. 7% 11.3% 10.1% 10.0% 3.3% 6.4% 2.7% 0.7% 1.3% 2.4% 3.0% 3.6% 3.7% 3.2% 4.1% 
Denials as 
Percent of 
New Stu dent 
Enrollment 19.7% 16 .1% 14.4% 14.0% 4.8% 9.1% 3.7% 0.9% 1. 7% 3.2% 4.1% 5.2% 5.5% 4.9% 6.3% 
1981 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 
Gross 
Applications 4576 4692 4703 5027 5283 5480 5330 
New Student 
Enrollment 2830 2790 2740 2776 2948 2848 2570 
Students Sent 
Official Denial 198 252 283 383 434 655 562 
Denials as 
Percent of 




Enrollment 7.0% 9.0% 10.3% 13.8% 14.7% 23.0% 21.9% 
*Only includes those receiving official notice of denial. University of Northern Iowa 
Office ot Admissions 





GRE - GRADUATE RECORD EXAMINATION SUMMARY STATISTICS REPORT OF STUDENTS EARNING THEIR 
UNDERGRADUATE DEGREES FROM UNI, STUDENTS REPORTING GRE SCORES TO UNI AND NATIONAL GRE 
SCORE REPORTS FROM OCTOBER 1986 TO SEPTEMBER 1987 
DISTRIBUTION OF SCORES 
GENERAL EXAMINATION 
TEST NAME 200-290 300-390 400-490 500-590 600-690 700-790 
Undergraduates of UNI: 
Verbal 2 30 61 46 15 5 
Quantitative 6 15 38 47 38 12 
Analytical 2 9 41 48 45 13 
Scores Reported to UNI: 
Verbal 16 131 233 157 61 13 
Quantitative 24 98 202 184 72 30 
Analytical (Oct 1981 or later) 10 82 202 184 102 24 
Analytical (before Oct 1981) 1 - 1 1 1 
National Score Reports: 
Verbal 3355 12513 18731 18361 11117 4750 
Quantitative 2720 8116 14417 17954 14941 9938 
Analytical (Oct 1981 or later) 2669 8589 15706 19010 14312 6038 
Analytical (before Oct 1981) 69 173 351 534 482 102 
Mean Scores Standard Deviation 
Total Number Analytical 
of Scores Verbal Quant. after 81 Verbal Quantitative 
Undergraduates of UNI 159 483 536 550 102 122 
Scores reported to UNI 611* 471 490 506 102 ll5 














*The number of analytical scores after 1981 examinees reporting scores to UNI is 607 and for national score 
reports 6 7 356 
Academic Advising Services 
Examination Services 
December 1987 

